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Abstract
This thesis develops Bayesian latent class models for nested categorical data, e.g.,
people nested in households. The applications focus on generating synthetic microdata for public release and imputing missing data for household surveys, such as the
2010 U.S. Decennial Census.
The first contribution is methods for evaluating disclosure risks in fully synthetic
categorical data. I quantify disclosure risks by computing Bayesian posterior probabilities that intruders can learn confidential values given the released data and assumptions about their prior knowledge. I demonstrate the methodology on a subset
of data from the American Community Survey (ACS). The methods can be adapted
to synthesizers for nested data, as demonstrated in later chapters of the thesis.
The second contribution is a novel two-level latent class model for nested categorical data. Here, I assume that all configurations of groups and units are theoretically
possible. I use a nested Dirichlet Process prior distribution for the class membership
probabilities. The nested structure facilitates simultaneous modeling of variables at
both group and unit levels. I illustrate the modeling by generating synthetic data
and imputing missing data for a subset of data from the 2012 ACS household data.
I show that the model can capture within group relationships more effectively than
standard one-level latent class models.
The third contribution is a version of the nested latent class model adapted for
theoretically impossible combinations, e.g. a household with two household heads or

iv

a child older than her biological father. This version assigns zero probability to those
impossible groups and units. I present a proof that the Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) sampling strategy estimates the desired target distribution. I illustrate
this model by generating synthetic data and imputing missing data for a subset of
data from the 2011 ACS household data. The results indicate that this version can
estimate the joint distribution more effectively than the previous version.
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1
Introduction

In many settings, the data are nested in groups, for example, people within households and patients within hospitals. Such data may contain categorical variables
measured at the unit level (e.g., the demographics of individuals) and at the group
level (e.g., the ownership of a household). Estimating the joint distribution among
the many categorical variables is a difficult task, as individuals within the same group
are likely to be dependent observations. Additional complications arise when some
combinations of variables are physically impossible (e.g., a son cannot be older than
his biological father, a 10-year-old cannot be married).
In this thesis, I develop latent class models for nested categorical data, with applications in generating synthetic data for microdata dissemination (Rubin, 1993;
Little, 1993) and in missing data imputation (Rubin, 1987). Latent class models,
also known as mixtures of products of multinomial distributions, are widely used
for estimating joint distributions with multivariate categorical data (Lazarsfeld and
Henry, 1968; Goodman, 1974). These models assume that each observation belongs
to an unobserved underlying latent class. Given the latent class assignment, each
categorical variable independently follows a multinomial distribution. Dependencies
1

among the categorical variables are induced by summing over all the latent classes.
Standard latent class models are not appropriate for data nested within groups,
because units in the same group should not be treated as independent and identically distributed. Moreover, such models do not directly account for the physically
impossible combinations of values.
I present a Bayesian model that assumes a two-level latent class structure: one
set of latent classes at the group level, and the other set of latent classes at the
unit level nested within group level latent classes. Using people nested in households
as an example, at the group level this structure encourages households with similar
compositions to be clustered together (e.g., households of couples without children
form one cluster, and households of couples with young children form another cluster). Within each group level latent class, at the unit level this structure further
encourages people with similar features to be clustered together (e.g., in the cluster
of households with young children, the husbands form one cluster, the wives form another cluster, and the children form a third cluster). I use a nested Dirichlet process
(Rodriguez et al., 2008) as the prior distribution for the class membership probabilities. I refer to the model as the nested Dirichlet process mixture of products of
multinomial distributions (NDPMPM). The nested structure facilitates simultaneous
modeling of variables at both group and unit levels. For situations where physically
impossible combinations of groups and units are present, I present a version of the
model that assigns zero probability to those impossible groups and units.
This thesis is organized in four chapters. In Chapter 2, I present methods of
disclosure risk evaluations for fully synthetic categorical data. Disclosure risk evaluations are important and necessary for microdata dissemination via the synthetic
data approach, as the disseminator needs to protect data subjects’ confidentiality. I
quantify disclosure risks by computing Bayesian posterior probabilities that intruders can learn confidential values given the released data and assumptions about their
2

prior knowledge, as recommended in the literature, e.g., Duncan and Lambert (1989),
Fienberg et al. (1997), Reiter (2005a), McClure and Reiter (2012), Reiter (2012), and
Reiter et al. (2014). For illustration, I synthesize a subset of data from the American
Community Survey (ACS) using a Dirichlet process mixture of products of multinomial (DPMPM) distributions; the DPMPM model is described in detail in Chapter
1.1. I evaluate the disclosure risks associated with the synthetic data generated from
the DPMPM model under various scenarios. These evaluation methods are used for
the illustrative synthetic data and multiple imputation examples with nested data
in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
In Chapter 3, I present the NDPMPM model in detail in the case where all configurations of groups and units are possible, i.e., no structural zeros. In addition to
the model specification, I present the full conditional distributions for the MCMC
sampler. I evaluate this NDPMPM model with an illustrative synthetic data application and two missing data imputation applications on a subset of data from the 2012
ACS household data. Inferences from the synthetic data and the imputed datasets
show the model can capture within group relationships more effectively than the
DPMPM.
In Chapter 4, I present a version of the NDPMPM model adapted for impossible
combinations, for example, a household with two household heads. The NDPMPM
model in Chapter 3 does not assign zero probability to such combinations; therefore,
using it would result in biased estimates of probabilities in the implied contingency
table. Following the strategy by Manrique-Vallier and Reiter (2014a), I develop a
version of the NDPMPM model that assigns zero probability to those impossible
groups and units. I present this version of the NDPMPM and provide a proof that
the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling strategy estimates the target
distribution. I illustrate this model with a synthetic data application and two missing
data imputation applications on a subset of data from the 2011 ACS household data.
3

Inferences from the synthetic data and the imputed datasets suggest that the model
can estimate probabilities of various combinations more effectively than the version
of the NDPMPM in Chapter 3.
In the reminder of this chapter, I provide background material relevant to the
NDPMPM model. Chapter 1.1 reviews the DPMPM model for multivariate categorical data. Chapter 1.2 reviews synthetic data approaches to microdata dissemination.
Chapter 1.3 reviews multiple imputation for missing data.

1.1 The DPMPM model for multivariate categorical data
The DPMPM model is a Bayesian version of latent class models for multivariate
unordered categorical data (Lazarsfeld and Henry, 1968; Goodman, 1974). It models
the joint distribution of the multivariate unordered categorical variables through a
mixture of products of multinomial distributions, assuming each unordered categorical variable of one record independently follows a multinomial distribution given
the underlying latent class for the record. The mixture weight of each component
(latent class) and the prior distribution of each unordered categorical variable are
specified through a Dirichlet process prior (Ferguson, 1973; Sethuraman, 1994). This
allows the data to determine the effective number of latent classes, fully incorporating uncertainty about the effective number of latent classes in posterior inferences
(Dunson and Xing, 2009; Si and Reiter, 2013). The Dirichlet process prior provides
full support on the space of distributions for multiple unordered categorical variables
(Dunson and Xing, 2009). It does not restrict dependence structures a priori.
The DPMPM model has been shown to be effective at capturing complex dependence structure in contingency tables while requiring little tuning by the data
steward, in particular in missing data imputation applications (Si and Reiter, 2013;
Manrique-Vallier and Reiter, 2014b) and in microdata synthesis applications (Hu
et al., 2014).
4

To describe the model, I follow the description of Hu et al. (2014), who use the
DPMPM to generate synthetic non-nested, categorical data. Let the observed data
D comprise n individuals measured on p categorical variables. For i
and k





1, . . . , n

1, . . . , p, let yik denote the value of variable k for individual i, and let

 pyi1, . . . , yipq. Without loss of generality, assume that each yik takes on values in
t1, . . . , dk u, where dk ¥ 2 is the total number of categories for variable k. Effectively,
the survey variables form a contingency table of d  d1  d2      dp cells defined
yi

by cross-classifications of the p variables. Let Yik and Yi be random variables defined
respectively on the sample spaces for yik and yi .
Si and Reiter (2013) describe a finite version of the DPMPM, where a finite
number of mixture components are used. This finite DPMPM assumes that each

8 latent classes; I discuss how to select
F after presenting the model. For i  1, . . . , n, let ηi P t1, . . . , F u indicate the class
of individual i, and let πf  Prpηi  f q. Here, we assume that π  pπ1 , . . . , πF q is
individual i belongs to exactly one of F

the same for all individuals. Within any class, each of the p variables independently
follows a class-specific multinomial distribution, so that individuals in the same latent
class have the same cell probabilities. For any value c
PrpYik
f.

P t1, . . . , dk u,

pkq

let φf c



 c | ηi  f q be the probability of Yik  c given that individual i is in class
pk q
Let φ  tφf c : c  1, . . . , dk , k  1, . . . , p, f  1, . . . , F u be the collection of all

pkq

φf c . The finite mixture model can be expressed as
Yik | ηi , φ
ηi | π




ind

pk q

pkq

Multinomialpφηi 1 , . . . , φηi dk q

(1.1)

Multinomialpπ1 , . . . , πF q,

(1.2)

where each multinomial distribution has sample size equal to one and the number of
levels is implied by the dimension of the corresponding probability vector.
The truncated stick breaking representation of Sethuraman (1994) is used for
5

prior distributions on π and φ:
πf

 Vf

¹
p1  V l q

for f

 1, . . . , F

(1.3)

l f

Vf

 Betap1, αq

iid

for f

 1, . . . , F  1,

VF

1

(1.4)

α  Gammapaα , bα q

(1.5)

pkq  pφpkq , . . . , ψ pkq q  Dirichletpa , . . . , a q.
k1
kdk
f1
f dk

φf

Dunson and Xing (2009) and Si and Reiter (2013) suggest setting paα

(1.6)

 .25, bα 

.25q, which represents a small prior sample size and hence vague specification for
the Gamma distribution. To correspond to uniform distributions of the multinomial
probability vector of each unordered categorical variable, one can set ak1
akdk

 1 for all k.

  

The posterior distribution of all parameters can be estimated

using a blocked Gibbs sampler (Ishwaran and James, 2001; Si and Reiter, 2013).
Analysts can select the value of F by checking the number of occupied latent
classes in the posterior distribution. When the number of occupied latent classes
hits F often across the MCMC chain, the value of F should be increased to allow
more latent classes. When the number of occupied latent classes is smaller than F ,
the value of F could be decreased if desired to a reasonably large number (e.g. about
the number of occupied latent classes) to expedite the sampler.

1.2 Synthetic data for microdata dissemination
This review follows closely Hu et al. (2014), who generate synthetic data for a subset
of the ACS.
Record-level data, also known as microdata offer enormous potential benefits to
society. When made widely accessible as public use files, these databases facilitate
advances in research and policy-making, enable students to develop skills at data
analysis, and help ordinary citizens learn about their communities. However, when
6

microdata are widely available, intruders can use external files to match records
based on key identifiers, therefore potentially learning data subjects’ identities and
sensitive attributes.
One approach is to generate and release fully synthetic data (Rubin, 1993; Fienberg, 1994; Reiter, 2002, 2005b, 2009; Raghunathan et al., 2003; Reiter and Raghunathan, 2007). These comprise entirely simulated records generated from statistical
models designed to preserve important relationships in the confidential data. A related approach is to release partially synthetic data (Little, 1993; Reiter, 2003, 2004),
in which only values deemed sensitive are replaced with simulated values. Similar
to multiple imputation techniques, synthetic data involves generating L synthetic
datasets that are released to the public. Analysts then apply statistical methods on
each of the synthetic datasets, and combining the L point and variance estimates
with combining rules to obtain valid inferences. The combining rules for partially
synthetic data inference and fully synthetic data are different because of capturing
difference sources of uncertainty.
1.2.1

Partial synthetic data

To review partially synthetic data, consider the simple situation where there is no
missing data, i.e. Yinc

 Yobs.

Let Yobs

 pYrep, Ynrepq be the n  p matrix of

lq
data for the n units to be released in some sample. Let Yprep
be all the synthesized

(replaced) values in the lth synthetic dataset, and let Ynrep be all unreplaced values

 Yobs. The analyst fills in values
lq
plq |Y q. These
for Yprep
with draws from the posterior predictive distribution of pYrep
obs
lq
draws are repeated m times to obtain L synthetic datasets, Z plq  pYprep
, Ynrep q
where l  1, ..., L. Each Z plq is generated from approximately independent draws of
of Yobs . Note that for fully synthetic data, Yrep,l

imputation model parameters.
From these L completed datasets, the analyst seeks inferences about some esti7

mand Q, for example a population mean or regression coefficient. In each Z plq , the
analyst estimates Q with some estimator q̂ and the variance of q̂ with some estimator
û. For l  1, . . . , L, let q plq and uplq be respectively the values of q̂ and û in Z plq . The
following quantities are needed for inferences:
q̄L



L
¸



q pl q {L

(1.7)

uplq {L

(1.8)

l 1

ūL



L
¸



l 1

bL

L
¸

 pqplq  q̄Lq2{pL  1q.


(1.9)

l 1

For partially synthetic data, the analyst uses q̄L to estimate Q and
TL

 bL{L

ūL

to estimate its variance. Inferences are based on the t-distribution, pQ
tνL p0, TL q, with νL

 pL  1qp1

(1.10)

 q̄Lq 

LūL {bL q2 degrees of freedom. See Reiter (2003) for

a Bayesian derivation of the inferences and conditions under which these inferences
are valid from a frequentist perspective. See Reiter (2004) for methods for imputation
of missing data and partially synthetic data.
1.2.2

Fully synthetic data

To review fully synthetic data, we follow the notations in Raghunathan et al. (2003).
Let X represent background variables available on all N units in the population,
and let Y represent survey variables of interest observed only for sampled units. Let
Y  pYinc , Yexc q, where Yinc is the n observations that are observed, and Yexc is the
N

 n observations that are not observed. As described in Rubin (1993) and Reiter

and Raghunathan (2007), the imputer constructs fully synthetic data in a two-part
process. First, the imputer samples values of Yexc from its predictive distribution
8

lq
f pYexc |X, Yinc q, to obtain a completed-data population, pX, Ypcom
q. Second, the

lq
imputer takes a simple random sample of nsyn units from pX, Ypcom
q, producing the

synthetic dataset dplq

plq q.
 pX, Ysyn

The process is repeated independently L times

to generate L different synthetic datasets. In practice, the imputer only needs to
generate values of Y for units in the synthetic samples, as opposed to the completeddata populations.
For fully synthetic data, the analyst computes q̄L , ūL and bL as in (1.7), (1.8) and
(1.9). The analyst uses q̄L to estimate Q and
TL

 p1

1{LqbL  ūL

(1.11)

to estimate its variance. Inferences are based on the t-distribution, pQ
tνL p0, TL q, with νL

 q̄Lq 
1qbL qq2 degrees of freedom when TL ¡ 0.

 pL  1qp1  LūL{ppL

We note that TL can be negative, therefore making L and nsyn large can reduce the
chance of negative TL . Reiter (2002) uses a modified variance estimator to avoid
TL

0, and Raghunathan et al. (2003) propose a variance estimator that is always

positive. Si and Reiter (2011) use direct simulation in a fully Baysian analysis to
avoid dealing with negative variances. See Raghunathan et al. (2003) for a Bayesian
derivation of the inferences and conditions under which these inferences are valid
from a frequentist perspective.
1.2.3

Assessing synthetic data utility

As discussed in Drechsler and Reiter (2009), there are two types of existing utility
measures for synthetic data: (i) comparisons of broad differences between the original
and released data, and (ii) comparisons of differences in specific models between the
original and released data.
Broad difference measures quantify some statistical distance between the distributions of the original and released data. Drechsler and Reiter (2009) point out that
as the distance between the distributions grows, the overall quality of the released
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data generally drops. For example, Karr et al. (2006) focus on the Kullback-Liebler
divergence between the distributions. They consider the special case that both distributions are multivariate normal, where an approximation of the Kullback-Liebler
distance can be calculated in closed form. Woo et al. (2009) propose an approach
based on how well one can discriminate between the original and the synthetic data,
using the idea of propensity scores.
For the utility measures for specific estimands, Karr et al. (2006) propose the
interval overlap measures. As summarized in Drechsler and Reiter (2009), for any
estimand, we first compute the 95% confidence intervals for the estinmand from the
synthetic data, pLs , Us q, and from the collected data, pLo , Uo q. Then, we compute

the intersection of these two intervals, pLi , Ui q. The utility measure is I
Li q{2pUo

 pUi 

 Loq pUi  Liq{2pUs  Lsq. I  1 corresponds to high utility, as the
intervals are nearly identical. I  0 corresponds to low utility, as the intervals do

not overlap. Averaging the values of I over all estimands gives one number summaries
of utility.
1.2.4

Assessing synthetic data risk

To evaluate disclosure risks in partially synthetic dataset, Reiter and Mitra (2009)
compute probabilities of identification. The basic assumption is that the intruder has
information on several target records and tries to identify these records in the released
data by matching on known attributes. The risk measures quantify how successful
an intruder would be with this strategy. Reiter and Mitra (2009) consider two risk
measures: the expected match risk and the true match rate. Let cj be the number of
records with the highest match probability for the target tj where j

 1, . . . , J and J

 1 if the true match is among the cj units and
Ij  0 otherwise. Let Kj  1 when cj Ij  1 and Kj  0 otherwise. Assuming the
intruder would pick one record at random if cj  1, the expected match risk is given

is the number of target records; let Ij
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by

°

1
c
j Ij . The true match rate equals

°

Kj {J. Related approaches are described

by Duncan and Lambert (1989), Fienberg et al. (1997) and Reiter (2005a). Drechsler
and Reiter (2008) present an approach to incorporate intruders’ uncertainty about
which records are in the sample when estimating disclosure risks in partially synthetic
data.
To evaluate disclosure risks in fully synthetic data, McClure and Reiter (2012)
present a general framework using probabilistic disclosure risks measure. As described in McClure and Reiter (2012), suppose that the intruder seeks to learn the
value of Yi for some record i in the confidential dataset D. Let A represent the information known by the intruder about records in D. Let I represent any information
known by the intruder about the process of generating the synthetic datasets Z.
Given pZ, A, I q, the intruder’s density for Yi is
ppYi | Z, A, I q9ppZ | Yi , A, I qppYi | A, I q.

(1.12)

Here, ppYi | A, I q represents the intruder’s prior distribution on Yi based on pA, I q,
and Z serves to sharpen the intruder’s prior beliefs about Yi . Related approaches
are described by Drechsler and Reiter (2008), Skinner and Shlomo (2008), Wang and
Reiter (2012), Reiter et al. (2014) and Paiva et al. (2014).
McClure and Reiter (2012) consider the “worst-case” scenario where the intruder
knows all but one of the records in the confidential data, i.e. A  Di . They illustrate
with a binary fully synthetic data simulation. Reiter et al. (2014) also consider this
“worst-case” scenario. They illustrate with a fully synthetic data simulation involving
a 24 contingency table with a Dirichlet-multinomial synthesizers.

1.3 Multiple imputation for missing data
This review of multiple imputation follows closely Hu et al. (2013), who demonstrate
the benefits of using a large number of dependent draws in multiple imputation
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analysis.
For researchers who work with survey data, missing data are always a challenge.
Ad hoc methods such as ignoring records with missing values and imputing with
means can result in bias in inference (Little and Rubin, 2002). One principled and
widely used approach for handling missing data is multiple imputation (Rubin, 1987;
Schafer, 1997). The idea is to fill in missing values with L ¡ 1 draws from predictive
distributions, resulting in L completed datasets that can be analyzed or shared with
others. When the imputation models meet certain conditions (Rubin, 1987, Chapter
4), analysts of the L completed datasets can make valid inferences using completedata statistical methods and software. Specifically, the analyst computes point and
variance estimates of interest with each dataset and combines these estimates using
simple formulas (Rubin, 1987). These formulas serve to account for the uncertainty
introduced by imputation.
To review multiple imputation inferences, let Yinc

 pYobs, Ymisq be the n  p

matrix of data for the n units selected in some sample; Yobs is the portion of Yinc
that is observed, and Ymis is the portion of Yinc that is missing. The analyst fills in
values for Ymis with draws from the posterior predictive distribution of pYmis |Yobs q
or from approximations to that distribution such as the sequential regression approach of Raghunathan et al. (2001). These draws are repeated m times to obtain
m completed datasets, Dplq

lq
q where l  1, ..., L.
 pYobs, Ypmis

Each Dplq is gener-

ated from approximately independent draws of imputation model parameters. Let
SpLq

 pDp1q, ..., DpLqq.

From these L completed datasets, the analyst seeks inferences about some estimand Q, for example a population mean or regression coefficient. In each Dplq , the
analyst estimates Q with some estimator q̂ and the variance of q̂ with some estimator
û. For l  1, . . . , L, let q plq and uplq be respectively the values of q̂ and û in Dplq . The
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following quantities are needed for inferences:
q̄L



L
¸



q pl q {L

(1.13)

uplq {L

(1.14)

l 1

ūL



L
¸



l 1

bL

L
¸
 pqplq  q̄Lq2{pL  1q.



(1.15)

l 1

The analyst uses q̄L to estimate Q and
TL

 p1

1{LqbL

ūL

to estimate VarpQ|SpLq q. Inferences are based on the t-distribution, pQ

tνL p0, TL q, with νL

 pL  1qp1

(1.16)

 q̄Lq 

ūL {pp1 1{LqbL qq2 degrees of freedom. An improved

degrees of freedom is in Barnard and Rubin (1999). See Rubin (1987, Ch. 3) for a
Bayesian derivation of the inferences and Rubin (1987, Ch. 4) for conditions under
which these inferences are valid from a frequentist perspective. Methods for multicomponent significant tests are in Li et al. (1991), Raghunathan et al. (2001), and
Reiter (2007).
1.3.1

Joint models and sequential models

Generally, analysts use one of two approaches for imputation of categorical data:
joint models and sequential models. In the joint models approach, the imputer
builds a joint distribution of all variables, typically a log-linear model (Schafer, 1997;
Little and Rubin, 2002). The imputer models the log of the cell probability using
main effects and multi-way associations between variables, just like in linear models.
Multiple imputation based on log-linear models can be implemented with software
packages such as CAT in R (http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/cat/).
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In the sequential models approach, the imputer specifies a series of univariate conditional models (Raghunathan et al., 2001; Van Buuren and Groothuis-Oudshoorn,
2011). For example with three variables Y1 , Y2 and Y3 , the imputer specifies three
univariate conditional models: (i) Y1 given Y2 and Y3 , (ii) Y2 given Y1 and Y3 ,
(iii) Y3 given Y1 and Y2 . The imputer can use logistic regression for binary variables, multinomial logistic regression for categorical variables with more than two
categories, or a classification and regression tree (CART) model as in Burgette
and Reiter (2010).

Sequential models for imputation are also known as multi-

ple imputations by chained equations (MICE). Multiple imputation based on sequential models can be implemented with software packages such as MICE in R
(http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/mice/).
Vermunt (2008) and Si and Reiter (2013) review the challenges that multiple
imputation via log-linear models and sequential regression techniques face for categorical data in high dimension. Log-linear models for imputation of categorical data
suffer from model selection difficulty in high-dimension, as the number of possible interactions among variables to include and select can be enormous. Log-linear models
also could result in biased estimates of model coefficients corresponding to zero-count
cells (Manrique-Vallier and Reiter, 2012). Sequential models need to specify many
conditional models in high-dimension, which can be labor intensive. In practice
many imputers simply use default choices, such as a logistic regression with only
main effects. These specifications are restrictive and could fail to capture complex
relationships among the variables. These approaches have similar model selection
and estimation problems as log-linear models.
Si and Reiter (2013) present a fully Bayesian, joint modeling approach based on
the DPMPM model as described in Chapter 1.1, demonstrating that this approach
automatically models complex dependencies while being computationally expedient.
Manrique-Vallier and Reiter (2014a,b) also use the DPMPM model to deal with
14

impossible combinations of variables at the individual level. Other joint modelling
approaches include Vermunt et al. (2008), Gebregziabher and DeSantis (2010), Si
(2012) and Si et al. (2015).
1.3.2

Missing data mechanisms

Rubin (1976) formalizes the concepts of missing data mechanisms. To review, let

 pYobs, Ymisq as defined before. Let ri be the missingness indicator for record
i. Let rij  1 when data for variable j of record i is missing, and rij  0 otherwise.
Let R  trij , i  1, . . . , n, j  1, . . . , pu be the matrix of the missingness indicators
Yinc

for all n records p variables in the sample. If the missingness does not depend on
the values of data Yinc , it is called missing completely at random (MCAR); i.e.,
f pR

| Yinc, ψq  f pR | ψq, where ψ is the parameters associated with R.

If the

missingness depends only on the observed data Yobs , it is missing at random (MAR);
i.e., f pR | Yinc , ψ q  f pR | Yobs , ψ q. If the missingness also depends on the missing

values as in f pR | Yinc , ψ q  f pR | Yobs , Ymis , ψ q, it is called missing not at random
(MNAR). The likelihood functions of the parameters in MCAR and MAR can be
factorized, and we can obtain inferences by integrating over the imputed missing
values (Rubin, 1987). However, the likelihood functions can not be simplified in
MNAR, and we can not ignore the missing data when making inferences about Y.
In general we do not know the type of missing data mechanism (Molenberghs
et al., 2008). MCAR can be a very unrealistic assumption, and MNAR could be
possible. Schafer (1997) argues that a compromise is to assume data are MAR when
we include enough variables in model for missing data indicators.
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2
Disclosure Risk Evaluation for Fully Synthetic
Categorical Data

2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, I present an approach for evaluating disclosure risks for fully synthetic
categorical data via the DPMPM model of Chapter 1.1. The basic idea is to compute
probability distributions of unknown confidential data values given the synthetic data
and assumptions about intruder knowledge. Following the suggestion in McClure and
Reiter (2012), I use a “worst-case” scenario of an intruder knowing all but one of
the records in the confidential data. I illustrate the disclosure risk computations by
synthesizing a subset of data from the American Community Survey. This chapter
closely follows Hu et al. (2014), where this research first appeared.

2.2 The DPMPM synthesizer
We begin by describing how to generate a fully synthetic dataset using the DPMPM
model. Using the notations from Chapter 1.1, we assume that
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Yik | ηi , φ
ηi | π




ind

pk q

pkq

Multinomialpφηi 1 , . . . , φηi dk q

(2.1)

Multinomialpπ1 , . . . , πF q.

(2.2)

To generate one fully synthetic dataset of size n , we first sample a value of

pα, π, φq from the posterior distribution. Using the generated π, we sample values
of pη1 , . . . , ηn q independently from (2.2). Using the sampled φ, for each sampled ηi ,
 , . . . , y  q, from
where i  1, . . . , n , we then sample the ith synthetic record, yi  pyi1
ip
pkq

independent multinomial distributions with probabilities φηi for each k. When n is
the original sample size n, the synthesis can be conveniently implemented inside the
blocked Gibbs sampler—after each Gibbs updating step, we sample and save draws
of yi for all n records. To create L

¡ 1 synthetic datasets, one repeats this process

L times, using approximately independent draws of parameters. Approximately
independent draws can be obtained by using iterations that are far apart in the
estimated MCMC chain.
Let Z

 pZ p1q, . . . , Z pLqq be a set of L synthetic categorical datasets under consid-

eration for release by the data steward. In the remainder of the chapter, we assume
that n

 n, although this is not necessary.

2.3 Disclosure risk measure for the DPMPM
With fully synthetic data, disclosure risk metrics based on matching released and
external records are generally not applicable, since there is no unique mapping of
the rows in Z to the rows in D. Instead, we consider questions of the form: can
intruders accurately infer from the synthetic data that some record with particular
data values is in the confidential data? When the combination of values is unique in
the population (or possibly just the sample), this question essentially asks if intruders
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can determine whether or not a specific individual is in the confidential data—this
may count as a disclosure under some confidentiality protection laws.
2.3.1

Disclosure risk evaluation strategy

To describe the disclosure risk evaluations, we follow the presentation of Reiter et al.
(2014). Let t denote an arbitrary realization from the sample space of the contingency
table formed by the p categorical variables; t can take on any of d possible values.
We suppose that an intruder seeks to learn if a particular t is in D.
Let A represent the information known by the intruder about records in D. Let
I represent any information known by the intruder about the process of generating
Z, for example meta-data indicating the values of F and paα , bα q for the DPMPM
synthesizer. Let T be a random variable representing the intruder’s uncertain knowledge of whether or not t is in D, where the sample space of T is all possible values
of t in the population.
Given pZ, A, I q, we assume the intruder seeks the Bayesian posterior distribution,
pp T

I qppT  t | A, I q
 t | Z, A, I q  ° ppZpp|ZT| T t,A,t, A,
I qppT  t | A, I q

P

(2.3)

t U

9 ppZ | T  t, A, I qppT  t | A, I q,
where U represents the universe of all feasible values of t. Here, ppZ | T

(2.4)

 t, A, I q is

the likelihood of generating the particular set of synthetic data given that t is in the
confidential data and whatever else is known by the intruder. The ppT
which is equivalent to ppT

 t | A, I q,

 t | Aq, can be considered the intruder’s prior distribution

on T based on A.
Key to the computation of (2.3) are the assumptions about A and ppT

 t | A, I q.

In general, it is not possible for the data steward to know either. We evaluate risks
assuming the intruder has very strong prior knowledge in A. In particular, we assume
the intruder knows the values of the data t for all individuals in D except for some
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record i; a similar approach is taken by Abowd et al. (2013). To represent this

 ttj : j  iu. With A  Di, (2.3) effectively becomes the

version of A, we use Di

probability distribution of Ti , i.e., the intruder’s distribution of t for the ith record.
For clarity, from now on we write (2.4) as
ppTi

 t | Z, Di, I q9ppZ | Ti  t, Di, I qppTi  t | Di, I q.

In many cases, setting A

(2.5)

 Di is conservative, since in contexts involving random

sampling from large populations intruders are unlikely to know Di . We note that

the bounded ratio of ppTi

t|

Z, Di , I q and ppTi

t|

Di , I q is a necessary

condition in differential privacy (Dwork, 2006).
Intruders can use ppTi

 t | Z, Di, I q to take guesses at the true value ti.

For

example, the intruder can find the t that offers the largest probability, and use that
as a guess of ti . Similarly, data stewards can use ppTi

 t | Z, Di, I q in disclosure

risk evaluations. For example, for each record in D, they can rank each t by its
associated value of ppTi

 t | Z, Di, I q, and evaluate the rank at the truth, t  ti.

When the rank of ti is high (close to 1, which we define to be the rank associated
with the highest probability), the agency may deem that record to be at risk under
the strong intruder knowledge scenario. When the rank of ti is low (far from 1), the
agency may deem the risks for that record to be acceptable.
When d is very large, computing the normalizing constant in (2.3) is impractical.
To facilitate computation, we propose to dramatically reduce the support in (2.3).
For any record i, we consider as feasible candidates only those t that differ from ti
in one variable, along with ti itself; we call this space Ri . Thus, for example, the
restricted support of t for a 3  5  2 table includes only eight possible cases, namely
the original ti and the 2 4 1 cases obtained by changing one of the three variables.
One can conceive of this support as mimicking an intruder who is knowledgable
enough to be searching in neighborhoods near ti .
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When the support is Ri , the resulting values of ppTi

 t | Z, Di, I q for any t P Ri

are larger than when the support is U. Similarly, when the support is U the rank
of any t is no higher than the corresponding rank when the support is Ri . In this
way, restricting support to Ri results in a conservative ranking of the t P Ri . Thus,
if a data steward determines that the rank of ti (or any value of t) is acceptably low
when using Ri , it also will be acceptably low when using U.
2.3.2

Computational methods for risk assessment with DPMPM

Let Θ  tπ, φu denote parameters from the DPMPM synthesis model. For Z generated from the DPMPM synthesizer, we can write (2.5) as
ρti

c

»

ppZ | Ti

 t, Di, I, ΘqppΘ | Ti  t, Di, I qdΘ ppTi  t | Di, I q,

(2.6)

where c is a normalizing constant. The form of (2.6) suggests a Monte Carlo approach to estimate ρi . First, acting like an intruder, the data steward creates the
plausible confidential dataset, Dit

 pTi  t, Diq.

Second, treating Dit as if it were

 1, . . . , R,
Third, for each pZ plq , Θprq q, the data

the collected data, the data steward samples R values of Θ, i.e., for r
sample a Θprq that could have generated Z plq .

steward computes the probability of generating the released Z plq . Fourth, the data
steward multiplies the L probabilities; see (2.8). The value of ρti is the average of
this probability computed over many plausible draws of Θ.
Conceptually, to draw R replicates of Θ, the data steward could re-estimate the
DPMPM model for each Dit . However, this would be computationally prohibitive
if the data steward intends to examine many t across many records i. Instead, we
suggest using the sampled values of Θ from ppΘ

| Dq as proposals for an impor-

tance sampling algorithm. As a brief review of importance sampling, suppose we
seek to estimate the expectation of some function g pΘq, where Θ has density f pΘq.

Further suppose that we have available a sample pΘp1q , . . . , ΘpRq q from a convenient
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distribution f  pΘq that slightly differs from f pΘq. We can estimate Ef pg pΘqq using
Ef pg pΘqq 

R
¸

f pΘprq q{f  pΘprq q
g pΘprq q °R
prq  prq .
r 1
r1 f pΘ q{f pΘ q

(2.7)

We note that (2.7) only requires that f pΘq and f  pΘq be known up to constants.
We implement importance sampling algorithms to approximate the integral in
(2.6). By construction, we have
P pZ | Dit , I q 

L
¹



P pZ plq | Dit , I q,

(2.8)

l 1

regardless of the exact values in Dit . Thus, for any proposed t, we can use importance
sampling to approximate each P pZ plq | Dit , I q and substitute the L resulting estimates
in the product in (2.8).

plq

 pti1plq, . . . , tipplqq be the ith record’s values in synthetic dataset Z plq,
where i  1, . . . , n and l  1, . . . , L. For each Z plq and any proposed t, we define
the g pΘq in (2.7) to equal cP pZ plq | Dit , I q. We approximate the expectation of each
g pΘq with respect to f pΘq  f pΘ | Dit , I q. In doing so, for any sampled Θprq we use
F
p
n
¸ prq ¹
¹
pkqprq
p
rq
p
lq
t
p
rq
πf
g pΘ q  P pZ | Di , I, Θ q 
φ p q
(2.9)
ft
Let ti



i 1

where φ

 tφfpkcqprq

: c



f 1



k 1

l

ik

 1, . . . , dk , k  1, . . . , p, f  1, . . . , F, r  1, . . . , Ru is the

pkqprq .

collection of all φf c

We set f  pΘq  f pΘ | D, I q, so that we can use R draws of Θ from its posterior

distribution based on D. Let these R draws be pΘp1q , . . . , ΘpRq q. We note that one
could use any Dir to obtain the R draws, so that intruders can use similar importance
sampling computations. As evident in (2.1) and (2.2), the only differences in the
kernels of f pΘq and f  pΘq include (i) the components of the likelihood associated
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with record i and (ii) the normalizing constant for each density. Let t  pc1 , . . . , cp q,
where each ck

P p1, . . . , dk q, be a guess at Ti.

After computing the normalized ratio

in (2.7) and canceling common terms from the numerator and denominator, we are
left with P pZ plq | Dit , I q 
pr

 pr qr where

r 1

p
n ¸
F
¹
¹
p
rq
 p πf φpfktqpprqqq





i 1 f 1

qr

°R



k 1

(2.10)

l

ik

°F prq ±p pkqprq °F prq ±p pkqprq
π
φ
{
π
1 φf t
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We repeat this computation for each Z plq , plugging the L results into (2.8).
Finally, to approximate ρti , we compute (2.8) for each t
resulting value by its associated P pTi

P Ri, multiplying each

 t | Di, I q. In what follows, we presume an
intruder with a uniform prior distribution over the support t P Ri . In this case, the
prior probabilities cancel from the numerator and denominator of (2.3), so that risk
evaluations are based only on the likelihood function for Z. We discuss evaluation
of other prior distributions in the illustrative application, to which we now turn.

2.4 Illustrative application
We create and evaluate fully synthetic data for a subset of n

 10000 individuals

from the 2012 American Community Survey public use microdata sample for the state
of North Carolina (http://factfinder2.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/
pages/productview.xhtml?pid=ACS_pums_csv_2012&prodType=document). The

 14 variables are displayed in Table 2.1. These 14 variables make a contingency
table with d  8709120 cells. The 10000 individuals occupy 3523 of these cells. Of
p

the 3523 observed combinations of x, 2394 appear once, 474 appear twice, and 186
appear three times in the sample. The most frequent combination is repeated 233
times.
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Table 2.1: Variables used in the illustrative application. Data taken from the 2012
American Community Survey public use microdata samples. In the table, PR stands
for Puerto Rico.
Variable
SEX
AGEP
RACE1P

SCHL

MAR
LANX
WAOB

MIL

WKL
DIS
HICOV
MIG
SCH
HISP

2.4.1

Categories
1 = male, 2 = female
age of person: 1 = 18-29, 2 = 30-44, 3 =
45-59, 4 = 60+
1 = White alone, 2 = Black or African
American alone, 3 = American Indian
alone, 4 = other, 5 = two or more races, 6
= Asian alone
1 = less than high school diploma, 2 = high
school diploma or GED or alternative credential, 3 = some college, 4 = associate’s
degree or higher
1 = married, 2 = widowed, 3 = divorced,
4 = separated, 5 = never married
1 = speaks another language, 2 = speaks
only English
born in: 1 = US state, 2 = PR and US
island areas, oceania and at sea, 3 = Latin
America, 4 = Asia, 5 = Europe, 6 = Africa,
7 = Northern America
1 = active military duty at some point, 2
= military training for Reserves/National
Guard only, 3 = never served in the military
1 = worked within the past 12 months, 2
= worked 1-5 years ago, 3 = worked over
5 years ago or never worked
1 = has a disability, 2 = no disability
1 = has health insurance coverage, 2 = no
coverage
1 = live in the same house (non movers), 2
= move to outside US and PR, 3 = move
to different house in US or PR
1 = has not attended school in the last 3
months, 2 = in public school or college, 3 =
in private school or college or home school
1 = not Spanish, Hispanic, or Latino, 2 =
Spanish, Hispanic, or Latino

Some evidence of utility of the synthetic data

The purpose of this chapter is to illustrate the risk evaluations with realistic data.
Here, I present some evaluations of data utility to assure readers that the DPMPM
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Figure 2.1: Estimated joint probabilities for WKL and SCHL across the original
and L  5 synthetic datasets. The x-axis are labels of pairs of values for WKL and
SCHL, e.g. (1,1) is the label for “worked within the past 12 months and less than
high school diploma”.
synthesizer is not generating worthless data. We generated L  5 synthetic datasets
of 10000 records by estimating and sampling from the DPMPM based on the 10000
cases in D.
Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 display the joint distributions of (WKL, SCHL) and
(HISP, RACE1P), respectively, using the sample percentages in D and the averages
of the corresponding percentages in the L

 5 synthetic datasets.

The DPMPM

synthesizer preserves these two joint distributions quite closely. We found similar
patterns for the marginal distributions of all variables and for joint distributions
involving most other pairs of variables.
Table 2.2 summarizes the results of logistic regressions of DIS on SEX, MIL,
MIG, SCH, RACE1P, and LANX. To estimate the coefficients, we use the maximum
likelihood estimates (MLEs) from D and the averages of the MLEs from the L
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5

Figure 2.2: Estimated joint probabilities for HISP and RACE1P across the original
and L  5 synthetic datasets. The x-axis are labels of pairs of values for HISP and
RACE1P, e.g. (1,1) is the label for “not Spanish, Hispanic, or latino and white
alone”.
synthetic datasets. The 95% confidence intervals from the synthetic data derive from
the methods in Raghunathan et al. (2003), described in Chapter 1.2 of this thesis.
Once again, the DPMPM offers reasonable results.
2.4.2

Disclosure risk assessments

Having demonstrated that Z has some analytic validity, we now turn to illustrating
the assessment of disclosure risks. To do so, we drop each record in D one at a time.
For each i, we compute the resulting ρti for all t in a reduced support Ri . Here, each
Ri is defined as the union of the true ti plus the 34 other combinations of t obtained
by changing ti in one variable. For any two records i and j such that ti
ρti

 tj in D,

 ρtj for any possible t. Thus, we need only do computations for each of the 3523

combinations that appeared in the data. To compute each ρti , we use a uniform prior
distribution over all t P Ri .
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Table 2.2: Point estimates and 95% confidence intervals for coefficients in a logistic
regression of disability status on several main effects. Results estimated with the
original data and the L  5 generated synthetic datasets.
Estimand
Intercept
SEX
MIL
MIG
SCH
RACE1P
LANX

Original data
Synthetic (m=5)
Estimate
q̄5
95% CI
2.212 2.108
[1.523,2.692]
-0.250 -0.221
[-0.361,-0.081]
0.239 0.205
[0.1255,0.2854]
0.049 0.060 [-0.0821,0.2014]
1.090 0.961
[0.6699,1.2521]
-0.078 -0.065 [-0.1147,-0.0145]
-1.096 -0.970
[-1.401,-0.539]

Figure 2.3 displays the distribution of the rank of the true ti for each of the 3523
combinations. Here, a rank equal to 1 means the true ti has the highest probability
of being the unknown Ti , whereas a rank of 35 means the true ti has the lowest
probability of being the true Ti . Even armed with Di , the intruder gives the top
rank to the true ti for only two combinations and gives ti a ranking in the top
three for only 31 combinations; these are displayed in Table 2.3. We note that
2394 combinations were unique in D, yet evidently the DPMPM synthesizer involves
enough smoothing that we do not recover the true ti in the overwhelming majority
of cases.
Figure 2.4 displays a histogram of the corresponding probabilities associated with
the true ti in each of the 3523 combinations. The largest probability is close to 0.2,
and only 16 probabilities exceed 0.08. The majority of probabilities are in the 0.03
range. As we assumed a uniform prior distribution over the 35 possibilities in the
support, the ratio of the posterior to prior probability is typically one or less, and only
a handful of combinations have ratios exceeding two. Thus, compared to random
guesses over a reasonably close neighborhood of the true values, Z typically does not
provide much additional information about ti . We note that high probabilities do
not automatically result in top rankings.
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Figure 2.3: Histogram of ranks of the probabilities associated with the true xi .

Figure 2.4: Histogram of probabilities associated with the true xi .
If desired, data stewards can evaluate risk probabilities for intruders possessing
additional information about target records in D. For example, suppose the data
steward defines each ti

 ptip1q, tip2qq, where tip1q is a subset of values known to the

intruder (e.g., demographic variables) and tip2q is the remaining subset of values
unknown to the intruder (e.g., health variables). To evaluate risks for intruders
seeking to estimate the distribution of tip2q , we define A

 pDi Y tip1qq.

Using

obvious extensions of notation, we then estimate
ppT2piq

 tp2q | Z, A, I q9ppZ | Tip2q  tp2q, A, I qppTip2q  tp2q | A, I q.

(2.12)

For some Tip2q , the implied support may be small enough that one can evaluate the
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Table 2.3: The 31 combinations in D with the true xi ranked in the top three highest
posterior probabilities. “Reps.” is the number of times xi is repeated in D.
Value for true xi
Combination
Reps. Rank Probability
(1,2,2,2,1,1,1,3,1,2,1,1,1,1)
1
1
.051
(2,4,3,2,2,2,1,3,2,2,2,1,1,1)
1
1
.088
(1,1,1,4,5,1,3,3,1,2,2,1,1,2)
1
2
.086
(1,1,5,3,5,2,1,1,2,2,2,3,2,1)
1
2
.070
(1,3,4,3,3,2,1,1,3,2,2,3,1,2)
2
2
.190
(2,1,5,3,5,1,1,3,1,2,1,1,2,1)
1
2
.076
(2,1,6,3,5,2,1,3,3,2,1,1,2,1)
1
2
.087
(1,1,1,3,1,2,1,3,3,2,2,1,1,1)
1
3
.060
(1,1,4,1,5,1,1,3,1,2,2,1,1,2)
1
3
.065
(1,2,1,4,3,2,1,1,3,2,2,3,2,1)
2
3
.125
(1,3,2,1,5,2,5,3,2,1,1,1,1,2)
1
3
.075
(1,3,2,3,3,2,5,1,2,2,2,1,3,1)
1
3
.069
(1,4,1,1,3,2,1,1,3,2,1,1,1,1)
2
3
.047
(1,4,4,4,1,1,3,3,1,2,1,1,1,2)
1
3
.066
(2,1,1,1,5,1,3,3,2,2,1,1,1,2)
1
3
.081
(2,1,1,2,1,2,1,3,3,2,1,1,1,1)
5
3
.046
(2,1,1,2,5,1,5,3,3,2,1,2,3,1)
1
3
.101
(2,1,1,4,3,2,1,2,3,2,1,3,1,1)
1
3
.085
(2,1,3,1,5,2,1,3,2,1,2,1,1,1)
1
3
.055
(2,1,3,3,5,2,1,3,2,2,2,1,1,1)
1
3
.050
(2,1,5,1,1,2,1,3,2,2,2,1,1,1)
1
3
.059
(2,1,5,3,5,1,1,3,1,1,1,3,2,1)
1
3
.066
(2,2,1,4,1,1,5,3,1,2,2,1,1,1)
1
3
.052
(2,2,2,4,5,2,4,3,1,2,1,3,2,1)
1
3
.079
(2,3,1,4,1,1,1,1,1,2,1,3,1,1)
1
3
.051
(2,3,1,4,1,1,5,3,1,2,1,1,1,1)
1
3
.053
(2,3,1,4,1,2,1,1,1,2,1,1,1,2)
1
3
.054
(2,4,1,3,1,1,4,3,2,1,1,1,1,1)
1
3
.121
(2,4,1,3,2,1,4,3,3,2,1,1,1,1)
1
3
.104
(2,4,1,4,2,2,1,3,2,1,2,1,1,1)
1
3
.065
(2,4,6,1,2,1,4,3,3,2,1,1,1,1)
1
3
.080
probability over U rather than Ri , restricting both sets to cases with tp1q

 tip1q.

To illustrate these computations, we suppose that tip2q includes when an individual last worked (WKL), their disability status (DIS), their health insurance coverage
status (HICOV), and their mobility status (MIG); and, tip1q includes all other vari28

ables. The sample space for tip2q comprises 3  2  2  3  36 possible values.
We compute the probabilities in (2.12) for the particular combination
ti

 p2, 4, 1, 3, 1, 1, 4, 3, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1q, where the boldface indicates tip2q. This record

is somewhat arbitrarily selected for illustration, although it is unique on the entire
ti . The true tip2q

 p2, 1, 1, 1q has probability 0.3695, which ranks first among the 36

cases. Evidently, an intruder armed with this much information can guess the true
value for this record. For comparison, we repeated these computations for a person
with ti

 p1, 4, 3, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1, 3, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1q.

Here, the probability is 0.0259, which

ranks 16 among the 36 cases.
The data steward also may want to evaluate the marginal distribution of T2piq ,
namely
ppTip2q

 t2 | Z, Di, I q9ppZ | Tip2q  tp2q, Di, I qppTip2q  tp2q | Di, I q.

(2.13)

This allows the data steward to compute, for example, the probability associated with
particular combinations of age, race, gender, and education for the ith record under
the strong intruder knowledge scenario. To compute this efficiently, one approach is
to sum the set of probabilities ρti where tt : t

P Ri, tp2q  tip2qu.

Here, using Ri may

be too restrictive, since by construction many of the t in Ri have tp2q

 tip2q.

I did

not investigate other approaches to defining Ri suitable for estimation of (2.13); this
is a topic for future research.
Finally, data stewards need not use uniform distributions on the support of t for
the intruder’s prior distribution; the computations apply for any prior distribution.
Naturally, the choice of prior distribution affects posterior probabilities, although for
large L the posterior probabilities can be practically insensitive to specifications of
reasonable prior distributions (Reiter et al., 2014). We suggest that data stewards
assess the effects of changing the prior distribution by comparing posterior probabilities for selected pairs of candidate t values under different prior distributions,
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specifically those for ti and other candidate values of interest, say t
A  Di , the ratio of the posterior probabilities for ti and b is
ppTi  ti | Z, Di , I q
ppTi  b | Z, Di , I q

 ppppZZ || TTi  tb,i, DDi,, IIqq ppppTTi  tbi || DDi,, IIqq .
i

i

i

i



b. When

(2.14)

Normalizing constants need not be computed in (2.14), since they cancel from the
numerator and denominator. Hence, once the data steward has computed the likelihoods of Z for ti and b, it can easily compute the ratio of the posterior probabilities
for these two values for arbitrary sets of prior probabilities.
The ratios in (2.14) allow for convenient investigations of the effects of changing
the prior probabilities. For example, suppose that the data steward considers records
to be at too high risk if the posterior probability of the true ti is ranked as the top
case (or some other minimum ranking). Suppose that some ti has the tenth highest
posterior probability in Ri under the uniform prior distribution on t P Ri . Using the
likelihoods from the uniform probability case, the data steward can determine the
ratio of the prior probabilities that would change the posterior probability of ti to
become the top ranked. For example, our risk evaluations under the uniform prior
assumption reveal that ti

 p1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 3, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1q has the tenth largest ρti

P Ri, with posterior probability equal to 0.0398. The combination with
highest probability in Ri is b  p1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 3, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1q, with posterior probamong t

ability equal to 0.0585. Thus, for an intruder to rank ti as most likely, the intruder
would need to believe a priori that t
than t  b.

 ti is 1.46 (0.0585{0.0398) times more likely

2.5 Discussion
When certain ti have relatively high posterior probabilities, and hence high ranks,
data stewards have several options. If the number of cases that are too risky is
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small, the data steward may decide to release the synthetic data and accept the risks.
With this action, the data steward effectively puts low probability on the existence
of intruders who know Di for exactly the records at risk. Alternatively, the data
steward could alter the synthesizer, for example by removing risky records from the
data used to estimate the synthesis models. It is also prudent for the data steward
to examine risks under other assumptions of intruder behavior. For risky cases, data
stewards can augment the support of x used to compute posterior probabilities, for
example by changing two variables at a time. Implicitly, using a bigger sample space
mimics an intruder armed with less precise (but still very substantial) knowledge.
The data steward also can use a sensible informative prior distribution to compute
risks. For example, the data steward can base prior probabilities for each t P Ri on
a DPMPM model estimated on Di . If the resulting posterior probabilities do not
differ much from the informative prior probabilities, then arguably releasing Z does
not meaningfully increase the disclosure risks for this intruder.
Looking to future research, there are two key next steps in this approach to disclosure risk assessment, as noted in Hu et al. (2014). First, I would like to develop
algorithms for exploring the full support of any Ti . With powerful computing and
efficient code—these computations are embarassingly parallel—it may be feasible to
compute normalizing constants over much if not all of U. Alternatively, it may be
possible to find high probability t via stochastic search algorithms. More complete
explorations of U would allow for more accurate computations of P pTip2q | Z, Di , S q,
which helps data stewards assess risks that the intruders learn subsets of key or sensitive variables. Second, I would like to relax the very strong, and perhaps unrealistic,
assumption that the intruder knows every case but one. Conceptually, the path to
do so is straightforward. If the intruder knows some subset of data DA , the data
steward considers all plausible values in the set D

 DA ,

and identifies sets with

high probability of generating Z. Clearly, this approach is computationally very
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expensive. However, I conjecture that stochastic search algorithms might allow one
to identify sets with high probability, and within those sets values of t that appear
with regularity.
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3
The NDPMPM Model

3.1 Introduction
To estimate joint distributions with multivariate categorical data, many analysts
rely on mixtures of products of multinomial distributions, also known as latent class
models. These models assume that each unit is a member of an unobserved cluster,
and that variables follow independent multinomial distributions within clusters. Latent class models can be estimated via maximum likelihood (Goodman, 1974) and
Bayesian approaches (Ishwaran and James, 2001; Dunson and Xing, 2009; Jain and
Neal, 2007). Of particular note, Dunson and Xing (2009) present a nonparametric
Bayesian version of the latent class model, using a Dirichlet process mixture (DPM)
for the prior distribution. The DPM prior distribution is appealing, in that (i) it
has full support on the space of joint distributions for unordered categorical variables, ensuring that the model does not restrict dependence structures a priori, and
(ii) it fully incorporates uncertainty about the effective number of latent classes in
posterior inferences.
For data nested within groups, however, standard latent class models may not
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offer accurate estimates of joint distributions. In particular, it may not be appropriate to treat the data for units in the same group as independent and identically
distributed; for example, demographic variables like age, race, and sex of individuals
in the same household are clearly dependent. Similarly, some combinations of units
may be physically impossible to place in the same group, such as a daughter who
is older than her biological father. Additionally, every unit in a group must have
the same values of group-level variables, so that one cannot simply add multinomial
kernels for the group-level variables.
In this chapter, I present a Bayesian model for nested categorical data. The
model assumes that (i) each group is a member of a group-level latent class, and (ii)
each unit is a member of a unit-level latent class nested within its group-level latent
class. This structure encourages the model to cluster groups into data-driven types,
for example, households with children where everyone has a particular race. This in
turn allows for dependence among units in the same group. The nested structure
also facilitates simultaneous modeling of variables at both group and unit levels. I
refer to the model as the nested Dirichlet process mixture of products of multinomial
distributions (NDPMPM), as we use a nested Dirichlet process (Rodriguez et al.,
2008) as the prior distribution for the class membership probabilities. In this chapter,
I present a version of the NDPMPM that gives support to all configurations of groups
and units. I present a second version of the NDPMPM that assigns zero probability
to groups and units with physically impossible combinations of variables in Chapter
4.
The NDPMPM is similar to the latent class models proposed by Vermunt (2003,
2008), who also uses two layers of latent classes to model nested categorical data.
These models use a fixed number of classes as determined by a model selection criterion (e.g., AIC or BIC), whereas the NDPMPM uses a nested DP to allow uncertainty
in the effective number of classes at each level. To the best of our knowledge, the mod34

els of Vermunt (2003, 2008) do not include group-level random variables—they allow
group-level predictors of latent class assignments, but not group-level outcomes—
nor do these models account for groups with physically impossible combinations of
individuals.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Chapter 3.2, I present the
NDPMPM model for data when all configurations of groups and units are feasible.
In Chapter 3.3, I illustrate and evaluate this NDPMPM model using household
demographic data from the ACS, for a synthetic data generation application. In
particular, I use posterior predictive distributions from the NDPMPM models to
generate partially synthetic datasets, and compare results of representative analyses
done with the synthetic and original data. In Chapter 3.4, I illustrate and evaluate
the NDPMPM model using the same ACS dataset for two missing data imputation
applications. In particular, I look at different scenarios with different missing data
mechanisms and compare results between the inferences made from the original and
the completed datasets. In Chapter 3.5, I discuss future work.

3.2 The NDPMPM model
As a working example, we suppose the data include N individuals residing in only one

 1, . . . , n, let ni ¡ 0 equal the number of individuals
°
in house i, so that ni1 ni  N . For k  1, . . . , p, let Xijk P t1, . . . , dk u be the
value of categorical variable k for person j in household i, where i  1, . . . , n and
j  1, . . . , ni . For k  p 1, . . . , p q, let Xik P t1, . . . , dk u be the value of categorical
of n

N households. For i

variable k for household i, which is assumed to be identical for all ni individuals in
household i. For now, we assume no impossible combinations of variables within
individuals or households.
We assume that each household belongs to some group-level latent class, which
we label with Gi , where i

 1, . . . , n.

Let πg
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 PrpGi  gq for any class g; that is,

πg is the probability that household i belongs to class g for every household.
For any k
c | Gi

P tp

1, . . . , p

q u and any value c

P t1, . . . , dk u, let λpgckq  PrpXik 

 gq for any class g; here, λpgckq is the same value for every household in class g.

For computational expediency, we truncate the number of group-level latent classes
at some sufficiently large value F . Let π
1, . . . , dk ; k

p

1, . . . , p q; g

 tπ1, . . . , πF u, and let λ  tλpgckq

: c



 1, . . . , F u. Within each household class, we assume

that each individual belongs to some individual-level latent class, which we label

 1, . . . , n and j  1, . . . , ni. Let ωgm  PrpMij  m | Gi  gq
for any class pg, mq; that is, ωgm is the conditional probability that individual j in
with Mij , where i

household i belongs to individual-level class m nested within group-level class g, for
every individual.
kq
P t1, . . . , pu and any value c P t1, . . . , dk u, let φpgmc
 PrpXijk 
pk q
c | pGi , Mij q  pg, mqq; here, φgmc is the same value for every individual in class
pg, mq. Again for computational expediency, we truncate the number of individual-

For any k

level latent classes within each g at some sufficiently large number S that is common

 S latent classes used in
pkq
computation. Let ω  tωgm : g  1, . . . , F ; m  1, . . . , S u, and let φ  tφgmc : c 
1, . . . , dk ; k  1, . . . , p; g  1, . . . , F ; m  1, . . . , S u.
across all g. Thus, the truncation results in a total of F

We let both the q household-level variables and p individual-level variables follow
independent, class-specific multinomial distributions. The model for the data and
corresponding latent classes in the NDPMPM is

pkq

pkq

Xik | Gi , λ, ni

ind



MultinomialpλGi 1 , . . . , λGi dk q

Xijk | Gi , Mij , φ, ni

ind



MultinomialpφGi Mij 1 , . . . , φGi Mij dk q

(3.2)




Multinomialpπ1 , . . . , πF q

(3.3)

MultinomialpωGi 1 , . . . , ωGi S q,

(3.4)

Gi | π
Mij | Gi , ω

pk q
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pk q

(3.1)

where each multinomial distribution has sample size equal to one and number of
levels implied by the dimension of the corresponding probability vector. We allow
the multinomial probabilities for individual-level classes to differ by household-level
class. One could impose additional structure on the probabilities, for example, force
them to be equal across classes as suggested in Vermunt (2003, 2008); we do not
pursue such generalizations here. We note that one could treat the household size as
a household level variable instead of being fixed. This approach could incorporate
the household size variable into the joint distribution, and it is necessary for a fully
synthetic data application where the household size also needs to be synthesized.
As prior distributions on π and φ, we use the truncated stick breaking representation of the Dirichlet process (Sethuraman, 1994), following the approach described
in Rodriguez et al. (2008). We have
πg

 ug

¹

p1  uf q

for g

 1, . . . , F

(3.5)

f g

 Betap1, αq for g  1, . . . , F  1, uF  1
α  Gammapaα , bα q
¹
p1  vgsq for m  1, . . . , S
ωgm  vgm
ug

iid

(3.6)
(3.7)
(3.8)

s m

 Betap1, βg q for m  1, . . . , S  1,
βg  Gammapaβ , bβ q.

vgm

iid

vgS

1

(3.9)
(3.10)

As prior distributions on λ and φ, we use independent Dirichlet distributions,
λpgkq
kq
φpgm

 pλg1pkq, . . . , λpgdkq q  Dirichletpak1, . . . , akd q
k

k

kq
pkq
 pφpgm1
, . . . , φgmd q  Dirichletpak1 , . . . , akd q.
k

k

(3.11)
(3.12)

     akd  1 for all k to correspond to uniform distributions. Following Dunson and Xing (2009) and Si and Reiter (2013), we set paα  .25, bα  .25q

We set ak1

k
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and paβ

 .25, bβ  .25q, which represents a small prior sample size and hence vague

specification for the Gamma distributions. We estimate the posterior distribution
of all parameters using a blocked Gibbs sampler (Ishwaran and James, 2001; Si and
Reiter, 2013); see Chapter 3.2.1 for the relevant full conditionals.
Intuitively, the NDPMPM seeks to cluster households with similar compositions.
Within the pool of individuals in any household-level class, the model seeks to cluster
individuals with similar characteristics. Because individual-level latent class assignments are conditional on household-level latent class assignments, the model induces
dependence among individuals in the same household (more accurately, among individuals in the same household-level cluster). To see this mathematically, consider
the expression for the joint distribution for variable k for two individuals j and j 1 in
the same household i. For any pc, c1 q P t1, . . . , dk u, we have
P rpXijk

 c, Xij1k  c1q 

S
F
¸
¸


g 1



m 1

kq
φpgmc
ωgm

S
¸



pkq

φgmc1 ωgm πg .

(3.13)

m 1

kq
 cq  °Fg1 °Sm1 φpgmc
ωgm πg for any c P t1, . . . , dk u, the P rpXijk 
 c1q  P rpXijk  cqP rpXij1k  c1q. We also note that, as argued in

Since P rpXijk
c, Xij 1 k

Rodriguez et al. (2008), the nested DP prior distribution a priori induces stronger
associations among individuals in the same group than among individuals in different
groups.
For values of F and S, we recommend that analysts start with modest values,
say F

 10 and S  10, to favor expedient computations.

After convergence of the

MCMC chain, analysts should check how many latent classes at the household-level
and individual-level are occupied across the MCMC iterations. When the number
of occupied household-level classes hits F , analysts should increase F . When this
is not the case but the number of occupied individual-level classes hits S, analysts
can try increasing F alone, as the increased number of household-level latent classes
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may sufficiently capture heterogeneity across households as to make S adequate.
When increasing F does not help, for example there are too many different types of
individuals, analysts can increase S, possibly in addition to F . We emphasize that
these types of titrations are useful primarily to reduce computation time; analysts
always can increase S and F simultaneously so that they exceed the number of
occupied classes in initial runs.
It can be computationally convenient to set βg

 β for all g in (3.10), as doing

so reduces the number of parameters in the model. Allowing the βg to be classspecific offers additional flexibility, as the prior distribution of the household-level
class probabilities can vary by class. In our evaluations of the model on the ACS
data, using a common or distinct value had only minor impact on the results.
3.2.1

Full conditional distributions for the MCMC sampler

We now present the full conditional distributions used in the Gibbs sampler for the
versions of the NDPMPM without structural zeros. Here, we assume common β for
all household-level clusters.

Step 1: Sample Gi
and probabilities

P t1, . . . , F u from a multinomial distribution with sample size one
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Step 2: Sample Mij P t1, . . . , S u given Gi from a multinomial distribution with
sample size one and probabilities

P rpMij

ωGi m
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Step 3: Set uF
where

 1.
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Step 7: Sample α from the Gamma distribution,
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 1, . . . , F , m  1, . . . , S
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Step 6: Sample φgm from the Dirichlet distribution for g
and k  1, . . . , p, where

pφpkq |q  Dirichletpa

 1, . . . , F , and k  p

log p1  ug qq.

Step 8: Sample β from the Gamma distribution,
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log p1  vgm qq.
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3.3 Illustrative synthetic data application
We generate L synthetic datasets, Z

 pZ p1q, . . . , Z pLqq, by sampling L datasets from

the posterior predictive distribution of a NDPMPM model. We generate synthetic
data so that the number of households of any size h in each Z plq exactly matches nh .
This improves the quality of the synthetic data by ensuring that the total number
of individuals and household size distributions match in Z and X . As a result, Z
comprises partially synthetic data, even though every released Zijk is a simulated
value. To make inferences with Z we use the approach in Chapter 1.2. To evaluate
the disclosure risks with Z we use the approach in Chapter 2.
We use data comprising n

 10000 households and N  18782 individuals ran-

domly sampled from the 2012 ACS public use file (https://usa.ipums.org/usa/).
For illustration, we disregard the stratification by census tract and act as if the data
are a simple random sample. We discuss approaches to incorporating the stratification in Chapter 3.5. We use the three household-level variables and ten individuallevel variables summarized in Table 3.1. Household sizes range from one to eight,
with values of pn1 , . . . , n8 q

 p3118, 5398, 1149, 275, 45, 10, 4, 1q.

Here, we treat in-

come and age as unordered categorical variables; we discuss adapting the model for
ordered categorical variables in Chapter 3.5.
We run the MCMC sampler for the NDPMPM model of Chapter 3.2 for 10000
iterations with 5000 burn-in, setting F

 30 and S  10 and using a common β.

The posterior mean of the number of occupied household-level classes is 19 with a
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Table 3.1: Subset of variables used in the example without structural zeros. The first
three variables are household-level variables, and the last ten variables are individuallevel variables.
Description
Ownership of dwelling
House acreage

Categories
1 = owned or being bought, 2 = rented
1 = House on less than 10 acres, 2 = House on 10
acres or more
Household income
1 = less than 25K, 2 = between 25K and 45K, 3
= between 45K and 75K, 4 = between 75K and
100K, 5 = more than 100K
Age
1 = 18, 2 = 19, . . . , 78 = 95
Gender
1 = male, 2 = female
Recoded general race code
1 = White alone, 2 = Black/Negro alone, 3 =
American Indian or Alaska Native alone, 4 =
Asian or Pacific Islander alone, 5 = other, 6 =
two or more races
Speaks English
1 = does not speak English, 2 = speaks English
Hispanic origin
1 = not Hispanic, 2 = Hispanic
Any health insurance cover- 1 = no, 2 = yes
age
Educational attainment
1 = less than high school diploma, 2 = high school
diploma or GED or alternative credential, 3 =
some college, 4 = bachelor’s degree, 5 = beyond
bachelor’s degree
Employment status
1 = employed, 2 = unemployed, 3 = not in labor
force
Migration status, 1 year
1 = in the same house, 2 = moved within state,
3 = moved between states, 4 = abroad one year
ago
Marital status
1 = married, spouse present, 2 = married, spouse
absent, 3 = separated, 4 = divorced, 5 = widowed,
6 = never married/single
95% central interval of (17,21). Within household-level classes, the posterior number
of occupied individual-level classes ranges from 6 to 9. To monitor convergence of
the MCMC chain, we focus of π, α, and β, which are not subject to label switching.
After convergence of the MCMC sampler, we generate Z plq by sampling a draw
of pG, M, λ, φq from the posterior distribution. For each household i

plq

plq q, from (3.1) using
q

generate its synthetic household-level attributes, pXip 1 , . . . , Xip

 1, . . . , ni in each
plq
plq
attributes, pXij1 , . . . , Xijp q,

Gi and the corresponding probabilities in λ. For each individual j
household, we generate the synthetic individual-level
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 1, . . . , n, we

Figure 3.1: Marginal distributions probabilities computed in the original and synthetic datasets in illustration without structural zeros.
from (3.2) using Mij and the corresponding probabilities in φ. We repeat this process
L

 5 times, using approximately independent draws of parameters obtained from

iterations that are far apart in the MCMC chain.
3.3.1

Utility of the synthetic data

To check the utility of the synthetic datasets, we compare the relationships among
the variables across the original and synthetic datasets. We consider the marginal
distributions of all variables, bivariate distributions of all possible pairs of variables,
and trivariate distributions of all possible triplets of variables. Figures 3.1, 3.2 and
3.3 display each q̄5 plotted against its corresponding probability from the original
dataset. The synthetic point estimates are close to those from the original data,
indicating that the NDPMPM is preserving these relationships among the variables.
We also examine several probabilities that depend on values for individuals in the
same household. Table 3.2 compares original and synthetic 95% confidence intervals
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Figure 3.2: Bivariate distributions probabilities computed in the original and synthetic datasets in illustration without structural zeros. Plot restricted to cells with
at least ten individuals.

Figure 3.3: Trivariate distributions probabilities computed in the original and
synthetic datasets in illustration without structural zeros. Plot restricted to cells
with at least ten individuals.
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Table 3.2: Selected within household relationships in the original and synthetic data
for illustration without structural zeros. The analyses involving racial compositions
are broken out by household size. Only results of households of size two (5398
observations), three (1149 observations) and four (275 observations) are presented
for illustration. 95% CI.
Original

NDPMPM

DPMPM

All same race
ni  2
(.965, .975) (.926, .943) (.664, .602)
ni  3
(.948, .970) (.858, .898) (.422, .485)
ni  4
(.928, .978) (.778, .878) (.250, .393)
All college degree
(.063, .073) (.041, .051) (.040, .049)
All health coverage
(.832, .846) (.807, .826) (.803, .819)
All speak English
(.997, .999) (.992, .995) (.995, .998)
Two workers in house
(.236, .253) (.237, .255) (.240, .258)
All white & health coverage (.636, .654) (.609, .629) (.514, .534)
All white & rent
(.104, .116) (.095, .108) (.047, .059)
All married & working
(.160, .174) (.162, .178) (.168, .184)
for selected probabilities. The first three rows in Table 3.2 present analyses involving
racial compositions (broken out by household size). The percentage of households
where all members in the same race category is a strong indicator of within household
relationships, as in the original data the overwhelmingly majority of the households
have this feature. Therefore, we compare the interval estimates of these percentages
in the original and synthetic datasets. For illustration, we only present results of
households of size two, three and four, because of the small number of observations for
households of larger size. One reason for the decreased performances for ni

 3, 4 for

the racial compositions is the decreased number of observations (1149 observations of
ni

 3 and 275 observations of ni  4, comparing to 5398 observations of ni  2; we

will present results involving larger sample sizes later in this section). Another reason
might be that as the household size increases, the within household relationships get
more complicated, as there are more individuals and variables involved to be modeled.
The remaining rows in Table 3.2 present analyses of certain types of household in
the original and synthetic datasets. We choose these household types which involve
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various variables in the same household. Overall, these results suggest that the
NDPMPM model can capture complicated within household structure reasonably
well.
As a comparison, we also fit a non-nested DPMPM model (Dunson and Xing,
2009) that ignores the household clustering. Not surprisingly, estimates of probabilities in Table 3.2 are much less accurate. For example, for the percentage of
households of size ni

 4 in which all members have the same race, this non-nested

model results in a 95% confidence interval of (.250,.393), which is quite far from
the (.928, .978) interval in the original data. Unlike the NDPMPM model, the nonnested DPMPM model treats each observation as independent, therefore ignoring
the dependency among individuals in the same household. Overall, as evident in
Table 3.2, the inferences from the synthetic datasets generated with the NDPMPM
model are more accurate than the ones with the DPMPM model, especially when
racial compositions are involved.
We also ran a simulation with n  10000 households of size two, three and four.

Here, we have pn2 , n3 , n4 q

 p5398, 2481, 2121q.

For households of size three, the

synthetic data result in a 95% interval of (.903, .928), compared to the original data
95% interval of (.932, .950). For households of size four, the synthetic data result
in a 95% interval of (.804, .841), compared to the the original data 95% interval of
(.883, .908). We conjecture that with more data, the performance of the NDPMPM
synthesizer could be further improved.
3.3.2

Disclosure risk of the synthetic data

Just like in Chapter 2, we consider questions of the form: can intruders accurately
infer from Z that some individual or entire household with a particular set of data
values is in the confidential data? When the combination of values is unique in the
population (or possibly just the sample), this question essentially asks if intruders
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can determine whether or not a specific individual or household is in D (Hu et al.,
2014).
The methods of evaluating the disclosure risk evaluations follow from Chapter 2.
We consider two possible attacks on Z, namely (i) the intruder seeks to learn whether
or not someone with a particular combination of the p individual-level variables and
the q household-level variables is in D, and (ii) an intruder seeks to learn whether
or not an entire household with a particular combination of household-level and
individual-level characteristics is in D. For the first scenario, we assume that the
intruder knows the values in D for all individuals but the target individual, say
individual ij. We use Dij to denote the data known to the intruder. For the second
scenario, we assume that the intruder knows the values in D for all households but
the target household, say household i. We use Di to denote the data known to the
intruder. In many cases, assuming the intruder knows Dij or Di is conservative;
for example, in random samples from large populations intruders are unlikely to
know N

 1 individuals or n  1 households selected in the sample.

We adopt this

strong assumption largely to facilitate computation. Risks deemed acceptable under
this assumption should be acceptable for weaker intruder knowledge.
Let Tij or Ti be the random variable corresponding to the intruder’s guess about
the true values of the target. Let t generically represent a possible guess at the
target, where for simplicity of notation we use a common notation for individual and
household targets. Let I represent any information known by the intruder about the
process of generating Z, for example meta-data indicating the values of F , S and

paα, bα, aβ , bβ q for the NDPMPM synthesizer.
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For the first type of attack, we assume the intruder seeks the posterior probability,
ρtij

 ppTij  t | Z, Dij , I q
 ° ppZpp|ZT|ijT t,Dt,Dij , I q, pIpqTpijpT t| tD|Dij , I q, I q
ij
ij
ij
ij
tPU
9 ppZ | Tij  t, Dij , I qppTij  t | Dij , I q,

where U represents the universe of all feasible values of t. Here, ppZ | Tij

(3.14)
(3.15)
(3.16)

 t, Dij , I q

is the likelihood of generating the particular set of synthetic data given that t is in the
confidential data. The ppTij

 t | Dij , I q, which is equivalent to ppTij  t | Dij q,

can be considered the intruder’s prior distribution on Tij based on Dij .
As described in Hu et al. (2014), intruders can use ppTij

 t | Z, Dij , I q to take

guesses at the true value tij . For example, the intruder can find the t that offers
the largest probability, and use that as a guess of tij . Similarly, agencies can use
ppTij

 t | Z, Dij , I q in disclosure risk evaluations. For example, for each tij P D,
they can rank each t by its associated value of ppTij  t | Z, Dij , I q, and evaluate
the rank at the truth, t  tij . When the rank of tij is high (close to 1, which we
define to be the rank associated with the highest probability), the agency may deem
that record to be at risk under the strong intruder knowledge scenario. When the
rank of tij is low (far from 1), the agency may deem the risks for that record to be
acceptable.
When U is very large, computing the normalizing constant in (3.15) is impractical. To facilitate computation, we follow Hu et al. (2014) and consider as feasible
candidates only those t that differ from tij in one variable, along with tij itself; we call
this space Rij . Restricting to Rij can be conceived as mimicking a knowledgeable
intruder who searches in spaces near tij . As discussed by Hu et al. (2014), restricting support to Rij results in a conservative ranking of the t

P Rij , in that ranks

determined to be acceptably low when using Rij also are acceptably low when using
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U.
For Ti , we use a similar approach to risk assessment. We compute
ρti

 ppTi  t | Z, Di, I q9ppZ | Ti  t, Di, I qppTi  t | Di, I q.

(3.17)

We consider only t that differ from ti in either (i) one household-level variable for
the entire household or (ii) one individual-level variable for one household member,
along with ti itself; we call this space Ri .
We now describe the computational methods for computing (3.17) in detail.
Methods for computing (3.16) are similar. For any proposed t, let Dit
be the plausible confidential dataset when Ti

 t.

 pTi  t, Diq

Because each Z plq is generated

independently, we have
P pZ | Dit , I q 

L
¹



P pZ plq | Dit , I q.

(3.18)

l 1

Hence, we need to compute each P pZ plq | Dit , I q.

 tπ, w, λ, φu denote parameters from a NDPMPM model.
P pZ plq | Dit , I q as
»
p
lq
t
P pZ | Di , I q  ppZ | Dit , I, ΘqppΘ | Dit , I qdΘ.
Let Θ

We can write

(3.19)

To compute (3.19), we could sample many values of Θ that could have generated
Z plq ; that is, we could sample Θprq for l

 1, . . . , R.

For each Θprq , we compute the

probability of generating the released Z plq . We then average these probabilities over
the R draws of Θ.
Conceptually, to draw Θ replicates, we could re-estimate the NDPMPM model for
each Dit . This is computationally prohibitive. Instead, we suggest using the sampled
values of Θ from ppΘ | Dq as proposals for an importance sampling algorithm. To set

notation, suppose we seek to estimate the expectation of some function g pΘq, where
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Θ has density f pΘq. Further suppose that we have available a sample pΘp1q , . . . , ΘpRq q

from a convenient distribution f  pΘq that slightly differs from f pΘq. We can estimate
Ef pg pΘqq using

Ef pg pΘqq 

R
¸

f pΘprq q{f  pΘprq q
g pΘprq q °R
prq  prq .
r 1
r1 f pΘ q{f pΘ q

(3.20)

plq be the ith household’s values of all variables, including household-level
and individual-level variables, in synthetic dataset Z plq , where i  1, . . . , n and l 
1, . . . , m. For each Z plq and any proposed t, we define the g pΘq in (3.20) to equal
Let ti

cP pZ plq

|

Dit , I q. We approximate the expectation of each g pΘq with respect to

f pΘq  f pΘ | Dit , I q. In doing so, for any sampled Θprq we use
g pΘprq q




P pZ plq | Dit , I, Θprq q
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n
¸
¹
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g 1

π prq t
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p q
¹

(3.21)

pkqprq ¹ ¸ ω prq ¹ φpkqprq qu .
λ plq p
plq
gm
gtik
gmtijk
j 1 m1
k p 1
k1
ni

S

p

(3.22)

We set f  pΘq  f pΘ | D, I q, so that we can use R draws of Θ from its posterior

distribution based on D. Let these R draws be pΘp1q , . . . , ΘpRq q. We note that

one could use any Dit to obtain the R draws, so that intruders can use similar
importance sampling computations. As evident in (3.1), (3.3), (3.2) and (3.4), the
only differences in the kernels of f pΘq and f  pΘq include (i) the components of the
likelihood associated with record i and (ii) the normalizing constant for each density.
Let t  tpcp 1 , . . . , cp

q

q, pcj1, . . . , cjpq, j  1, . . . , niu, where each ck P p1, . . . , dk q, be

a guess at Ti , for household-level and individual-level variables respectively. After
computing the normalized ratio in (3.20) and canceling common terms from the
numerator and denominator, we are left with P pZ plq | Dit , I q 
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gmtijk

We repeat this computation for each Z plq , plugging the L results into (3.18).
Finally, to approximate ρti , we compute (3.18) for each t
resulting value by its associated P pTi

 t | Di, I q.

P Ri, multiplying each

In what follows, we presume

an intruder with a uniform prior distribution over the support t

P Ri.

In this case,

the prior probabilities cancel from the numerator and denominator of (3.15), so that
risk evaluations are based only on the likelihood function for Z.
For risk assessment for Tij in (3.16), we use a similar importance sampling approximation, resulting in
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gmtijk

To evaluate the disclosure risks for individuals, we drop each individual record in
D one at a time. For each individual ij, we compute the resulting ρtij for all t in the
reduced support Rij . Here, each Rij is the union of the true tij plus the 39 other
combinations of t obtained by changing one variable in tij to any possible outcome.
For any two records ij and i1 j 1 such that tij

 ti1j1 in D, ρtij  ρti1j1 for any possible t.

Thus, we need only compute the set of ρtij for the 13156 combinations that appeared
in D. We use a uniform prior distribution over all t P Rij , for each record ij.
Figure 3.4 displays the distribution of the rank of the true tij for each of the 13156
combinations. Here, a rank equal to 1 means the true tij has the highest probability
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Figure 3.4: Histogram of ranks of the probabilities associated with the true tij .
Data have no structural zeros.

Figure 3.5: Histogram of re-normalized probabilities associated with the true tij .
Data have no structural zeros.
of being the unknown Tij , whereas a rank of 40 means the true tij has the lowest
probability of being Tij . As evident in the figures, even armed with Dij the intruder
gives the top rank to the true tij for only 57 combinations. The intruder gives tij
a ranking in the top three for only 441 combinations. We note that, even though
10577 combinations were unique in D, the NDPMPM synthesizer involves enough
smoothing that we do not recover the true tij in the overwhelming majority of cases.
Taking a closer look at the 57 top ranked combinations, we notice that these
combinations tend to be aged between 67 and 77 (40% compared to 14% in the sample
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Figure 3.6: Histogram of ranks of the probabilities associated with the true ti , for
households of size 2. Data have no structural zeros.

Figure 3.7: Histogram of re-normalized probabilities associated with the true ti ,
for households of size 2. Data have no structural zeros.
of the same age range), from households making less than 25K (39% compared to
21% in the sample of the same income range), not in labor force (58% compared to
43% in the sample of the same employment status), and female (64% compared to
54% in the sample of being female). Among these 57 top ranked combinations, 42
are unique in the sample (74% compared to 56% in the sample of being a unique
combination).
Figure 3.5 displays a histogram of the corresponding probabilities associated with
the true tij in each of the 13156 combinations. The largest probability is 0.3166.
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Figure 3.8: Histogram of ranks of the probabilities associated with the true ti , for
households of size 3. Data have no structural zeros.

Figure 3.9: Histogram of re-normalized probabilities associated with the true ti ,
for households of size 3. Data have no structural zeros.
Only 18 probabilities exceed 0.2, and 165 probabilities exceed 0.1. The majority
of probabilities are in the 0.03 range. As we assumed a uniform prior distribution
over the 40 possibilities in Rij , the ratio of the posterior to prior probability is
typically around one. Only a handful of combinations have ratios exceeding two.
Thus, compared to random guesses over a close neighborhood of the true values, Z
typically does not provide much additional information about tij .
We also look at the disclosure risks for households. To do so, we drop each
household record in D one at a time. For households of size 2, the reduced support
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Ri comprises the true ti plus the 56 other combinations of t obtained by changing
ti in one variable. For the household-level variables, we change the entire variable
for all members of the household. For the individual-level variable, we change one
variable for each individual as before. We need only compute ρti for each of the
5354 combinations of households of size 2 that appear in D. We use a uniform prior
distribution over all t P Ri .
Figure 3.6 displays the distribution of the rank of the true ti for each of the 5354
combinations. The intruder never gives the top rank to the true ti . The intruder
gives the true ti a ranking in the top three for only seven household combinations.
We note that 4253 household combinations of size 2 were unique in D.
Figure 3.7 displays a histogram of the corresponding probabilities associated with
the true ti in each of the 5354 combinations of households of size 2. The majority of
probabilities are in the 0.02 range. As we assumed a uniform prior distribution over
the 57 possibilities in the support, the ratio of the posterior to prior probability is
typically around one. Thus, as with individuals, compared to random guesses over a
close neighborhood of the true values, Z typically does not provide much additional
information about ti . The largest probability is 0.1227, and only two probabilities
exceed 0.1.
For households of size 3, the reduced support Ri comprises the true ti plus 81
other combinations of t obtained by changing one variable at a time, as done for
households of size 2. We need only compute ρti for each of the 1149 combinations
that appear in D. We use a uniform prior distribution over all t P Ri .
Figure 3.8 displays the distribution of the rank of the true ti for each of the 1149
combinations. The intruder gives ti a ranking in the top three for no combinations.
We note that all these 1149 combinations were unique in D, yet evidently the nested
Dirichlet process synthesizer involves enough smoothing that we do not recover the
true ti in all cases.
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Figure 3.10: Histogram of ranks of the probabilities associated with the true ti ,
for households of size 4. Data have no structural zeros.

Figure 3.11: Histogram of re-normalized probabilities associated with the true ti ,
for households of size 4. Data have no structural zeros.
Figure 3.9 displays a histogram of the corresponding probabilities associated with
the true ti in each of the 1149 combinations. The majority of probabilities are in the
0.015 range. As we assumed a uniform prior distribution over the 82 possibilities in
the support, the ratio of the posterior to prior probability is typically one or less.
Thus, compared to random guesses over a reasonably close neighborhood of the true
values, Z typically does not provide much additional information about ti . The
largest probability is 0.0466.
For households of size 4, the reduced support Ri comprises the true ti plus 106
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Figure 3.12: Histogram of ranks of the probabilities associated with true ti , for
households of size 5. Data have no structural zeros.

Figure 3.13: Histogram of re-normalized probabilities associated with the true ti ,
for households of size 5. Data have no structural zeros.
other combinations of t obtained by changing one variable at a time, as with the
other sizes. We do computations for each of the 275 combinations that appear in D.
We use a uniform prior distribution over all t P Ri .
Figure 3.10 displays the distribution of the rank of the true ti for each of the
275 combinations. The intruder gives the true ti a ranking in the top three for no
combinations. All these 275 combinations were unique in D. Figure 3.11 displays a
histogram of the corresponding probabilities associated with the true ti in each of the
275 combinations. The majority of probabilities are in the 0.01 range. As we assumed
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a uniform prior distribution over the 107 possibilities in the support, the ratio of the
posterior to prior probability is typically one or less. Once again, Z typically does
not provide much additional information about ti . The largest probability is 0.0346.
For households of size 5, the reduced support Ri comprises the true ti plus 131
other combinations of t obtained by changing one variable at a time, as with the
other sizes. We do computations for each of the 45 combinations that appear in D.
We use a uniform prior distribution over all t P Ri .
Figure 3.12 displays the distribution of the rank of the true ti for each of the
45 combinations. The intruder gives the true ti a ranking in the top three for no
combinations. We note that 42 household combinations of size 5 were unique in D.
Figure 3.13 displays a histogram of the corresponding probabilities associated with
the true ti in each of the 45 combinations. The majority of probabilities are in the
0.01 range. As we assumed a uniform prior distribution over the 132 possibilities in
the support, the ratio of the posterior to prior probability is typically around one.
Once again, Z typically does not provide much additional information about ti . The
largest probability is 0.0150.
For households of size 6, the reduced support Ri comprises the true ti plus 156
other combinations of t obtained by changing one variable at a time, as with the
other sizes. We do computations for each of the 10 combinations that appear in D.
We use a uniform prior distribution over all t P Ri .
Figure 3.14 displays the distribution of the rank of the true ti for each of the
10 combinations. The intruder gives the true ti a ranking in the top three for no
combinations. We note that 8 household combinations of size 6 were unique in D.
Figure 3.15 displays a histogram of the corresponding probabilities associated with
the true ti in each of the 10 combinations. The majority of probabilities are in the
0.007 range. As we assumed a uniform prior distribution over the 157 possibilities
in the support, the ratio of the posterior to prior probability is typically around one.
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Figure 3.14: Histogram of ranks of the probabilities associated with true ti , for
households of size 6. Data have no structural zeros.

Figure 3.15: Histogram of re-normalized probabilities associated with the true ti ,
for households of size 6. Data have no structural zeros.
Once again, Z typically does not provide much additional information about ti . The
largest probability is 0.0106.
For households of size 7, the reduced support Ri comprises the true ti plus 181
other combinations of t obtained by changing one variable at a time, as with the
other sizes. We do computations for each of the 4 combinations that appear in D.
We use a uniform prior distribution over all t P Ri .

The ranks of the true ti for each of the 4 combinations are t55, 57, 58, 65u.

The intruder gives the true ti a ranking in the top three for no combinations.
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We note that 3 household combinations of size 4 were unique in D. The corresponding probabilities associated with the true ti in each of the 4 combinations are

t0.0064, 0.0043, 0.0066, 0.0060u.

As we assumed a uniform prior distribution over

the 182 possibilities in the support, the ratio of the posterior to prior probability
is typically around one. Once again, Z typically does not provide much additional
information about ti . The largest probability is 0.0066.
For households of size 8, the reduced support Ri comprises the true ti plus 206
other combinations of t obtained by changing one variable at a time, as with the
other sizes. We do computations for the only one combination that appear in D. We
use a uniform prior distribution over all t P Ri .
The rank of the true ti for each of the only one combination is 54. The intruder
gives the true ti a ranking in the top three for no combinations. The corresponding
probability associated with the true ti in the one combinations are 0.0069. As we
assumed a uniform prior distribution over the 207 possibilities in the support, the
ratio of the posterior to prior probability is about two thirds. Once again, Z typically
does not provide much additional information about ti .
3.3.3

Results summary

The synthetic ACS household data generated by the NDPMPM synthesizer have
high utility. The marginal, bivariate and trivariate distributions of all categorical
variables are preserved very well. In addition, various within household relationships are also captured by the NDPMPM synthesizer, more effectively than by the
DPMPM synthesizer without the nested clustering structure. Further improvement
in inferences could be achieved by increasing the sample sizes. The synthetic ACS
household data also carry small risks for all individuals and households, even under
the conservative disclosure risk scenario of the intruder knowing all but one record.
Overall, the NDPMPM model generates high utility and low risks synthetic data to
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Figure 3.16: Marginal distributions probabilities computed in the original and
imputed datasets in illustration without structural zeros. Results assume MCAR
data.
be released.

3.4 Missing data imputation applications
We now illustrate how to use the model to impute missing data, using the same
sample and variables from Chapter 3.3, listed in Table 3.1. As a reminder, the sample
consists of n  10000 households and N

 18782 individuals. Household sizes range
from one to eight, with values of pn1 , . . . , n8 q  p3118, 5398, 1149, 275, 45, 10, 4, 1q.
We consider both MCAR and MAR missingness situations. For the MCAR case,
for each of the household-level variables, we make 3000 (30% of 10000) values MCAR.
For each of the individual level variables, we make 5600 (about 30% of 18782) observations MCAR. For the MAR case, we make the individual level variable “employment
status” about 30% MAR with probability depending on the values of the individual
level variable “educational attainment” and the household level variable “ownership
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Figure 3.17: Bivariate distributions probabilities computed in the original and
imputed datasets in illustration without structural zeros. Results assume MCAR
data. Plot restricted to cells with at least ten individuals.
of dwelling”. We also make the individual level variable “marital status” about 30%
MAR with the probability depending on the values of the individual level variable
“age” and the household level variable “ownership of dwelling”. The other 6 individual level variables are 30% MCAR, and the other 2 household-level variables are
30% MCAR. See Appendix A.1 for additional details of the MAR simulation design.
For the MCAR case, we run the MCMC sampler for the NDPMPM model for
10000 iterations, setting F=30 and S=10. To check for convergence of the MCMC
chain, we look at the traceplots of π, α and β. The posterior mean of the number
of occupied household-level classes is 13.43 with a 95% central interval of (12,15).
Within household-level classes, the posterior number of occupied individual-level
classes ranges from 5 to 7. We hit S in 0 household classes.
To check the utility of the imputed datasets, we compare the relationships among
the variables across the original dataset and the L
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 5 completed datasets.

In par-

Figure 3.18: Trivariate distributions probabilities computed in the original and
imputed datasets in illustration without structural zeros. Results assume MCAR
data. Plot restricted to cells with at least ten individuals.
ticular, we look at the marginal distributions of all variables, bivariate distributions
of all possible pairs of variables, and trivariate distributions of all possible triplet of
variables. We plot the estimated probabilities, q̄5 , against the corresponding estimates in the original data before introducing missing values. Figure 3.16, 3.17 and
3.18 show that the points closely follow the y

 x line, indicating that the completed

datasets capture the relationships among the variables very well.
For the MAR case, we run the MCMC sampler for the NDPMPM model for
10000 iterations, setting F=30 and S=10. To check for convergence of the MCMC
chain, we look at the traceplots of π, α and β. The posterior mean of the number
of occupied household-level classes is 14.34 with a 95% central interval of (13,17).
Within household-level classes, the posterior number of occupied individual-level
classes ranges from 4 to 7. We hit S in 0 household classes.
To check the utility of the imputed datasets, we compare the relationships among
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Figure 3.19: Marginal distributions probabilities computed in the original and
imputed datasets in illustration without structural zeros. Results assume MAR data.

Figure 3.20: Bivariate distributions probabilities computed in the original and
imputed datasets in illustration without structural zeros. Results assume MAR data.
Plot restricted to cells with at least ten individuals.
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Figure 3.21: Trivariate distributions probabilities computed in the original and
imputed datasets in illustration without structural zeros. Results assume MAR data.
Plot restricted to cells with at least ten individuals.
the variables across the original dataset and the L

 5 imputed datasets.

In par-

ticular, we look at the marginal distributions of all variables, bivariate distributions
of all possible pairs of variables, and trivariate distributions of all possible triplet of
variables. We plot the estimated probabilities, q̄5 , against the corresponding estimates in the original data before introducing missing values. Figure 3.19, 3.20 and
3.21 show that most of the points closely follow the y

 x line, with slight devia-

tions of points for the bivariate and trivariate probabilities. These indicate that the
completed datasets capture the relationships among the variables reasonably well.
We note that the points deviate from the y

 x line in Figure 3.20 for the bivariate

probabilities are mostly related to the individual level variable “marital status”, particularly its relationships with “age” and “recoded general race code”. Some of these
inaccuracies are not surprising because of the MAR design: “marital status” is MAR
with the probability depending on the values of “age” and “ownership of dwelling”.
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Table 3.3: Selected within household relationships in the original and imputed data
for households. Results for illustration without structural zeros. 95% CI.
Original
All same race
ni  2
ni  3
ni  4
All college degree
All health coverage
All speak English
Two workers
All white and health coverage
All white and rent
All married and working

(.965,
(.948,
(.928,
(.063,
(.832,
(.997,
(.236,
(.636,
(.104,
(.160,

.975)
.970)
.978)
.073)
.846)
.999)
.253)
.654)
.116)
.174)

30% MCAR
(.946,
(.915,
(.863,
(.056,
(.822,
(.995,
(.237,
(.627,
(.105,
(.175,

.958)
.945)
.938)
.065)
.837)
.998)
.255)
.646)
.117)
.192)

30% MAR
(.894,
(.857,
(.820,
(.063,
(.820,
(.995,
(.229,
(.612,
(.098,
(.167,

.911)
.896)
.910)
.073)
.835)
.998)
.246)
.631)
.110)
.184)

The lack of capturing relationships of “recoded general race code” could help explain
the decreased performance in the within household racial compositions for the MAR
case, shown in Table 3.3. We also note that the points deviate from the y

 x line

in Figure 3.21 for the trivariate probabilities are mostly related to the relationships
among the individual level variables “educational attainment”, “employment status”,
“migration status, 1 year” and “marital status”. Again, these inaccuracies are not
surprising because of the MAR design: in addition to “marital status” being MAR
depending on the values of “age” and “ownership of dwelling”, “employment status”
is MAR with the probability depending on the values of “educational attainment”
and “ownership of dwelling”.
In addition to checking the model’s performance of capturing relationships among
variables, we also check relationships among individuals in the same household. Table
3.3 presents several household level quantities. The model has done a decent job in
capturing various types of within-household relationships in both MCAR and MAR
scenarios. Note that there are only a small number of complete cases in the observed
data in both the MCAR and MAR scenarios; therefore we do not compare the results
to the complete case inferences.
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3.5 Discussion
Conceptually, the methodology can be readily extended to handle other types of
variables. For example, one could replace the multinomial kernels with continuous
kernels (e.g., Gaussian distributions) to handle numerical variables. For ordered categorical variables, one could use the probit specification of Albert and Chib (1993)
or the rank likelihood of Hoff (2009, Ch. 12). For mixed data, one could use the nonparametric Bayesian joint model for multivariate continuous and categorical variables
developed in Murray and Reiter (2014). Evaluating the properties of such models is
a topic for future research.
Like most joint models, the NDPMPM generally is not appropriate for estimating the multivariate distribution in a complex sampling design. This is because the
model reflects the distributions in the observed data, which might be collected by
differentially sampling certain sub-populations. When design variables are categorical and are available for the entire population (and not just the sample), analysts
can use the NDPMPM as an engine for Bayesian finite population inference (Gelman et al., 2013, Ch. 8). In this case, the analyst includes the design variables in
the NDPMPM, uses the implied, estimated conditional distribution to impute many
copies of the non-sampled records’ unknown survey values given the design variables,
and computes quantities of interest on each completed population. These completedpopulation quantities summarize the posterior distribution. Kunihama et al. (2014)
present a related and computationally more convenient approach that uses only the
survey weights for sampled cases.
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4
Adapting the NDPMPM for Impossible
Combinations

4.1 Introduction
Structural zeros (Bishop et al., 1975) arise when certain combinations of categorical variables of are impossible, for example, a married child or a pregnant man.
Most Bayesian versions of the latent class models for categorical data do not appropriately handle the structural zeros (Dunson and Xing, 2009; Si and Reiter, 2013;
Bhattacharya and Dunson, 2011). They assign non-zero probability to impossible
combinations, thus resulting in biased estimates of joint and conditional probabilities, even for feasible combinations (Manrique-Vallier and Reiter, 2014a). ManriqueVallier and Reiter (2014a) present an approach to handle structural zeros, treating
the observed data as a truncated sample from an augmented dataset. ManriqueVallier and Reiter (2014b) apply this approach to do Bayesian multiple imputation
for large-scale categorical data with structural zeros.
In nested data, structural zeros occur for the individuals and within the entire
household. For example, a household cannot have two household heads, and a son
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cannot be older than his biological father. The nested latent class models proposed
by Vermunt (2003, 2008) and Galimberti and Soffritti (2010) do not account for
the structural zeros. To do so, I following the idea of Manrique-Vallier and Reiter
(2014a). I assume that the observed household data are a truncated sample from
an augmented household dataset, where both the possible and impossible combinations exist. I show that this strategy results in accurate estimations of the joint
distribution.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Chapter 4.2, I present
the NDPMPM model dealing with structural zeros. In Chapter 4.3, I present a
proof to show that the MCMC sampling strategy estimates the target distribution.
In Chapter 4.4, I illustrate and evaluate this version of the NDPMPM model using
household demographic data from the ACS for a partially synthetic data generation
application, where the list of the selected variables closely resembles the list of the
variables collected from the U.S. 2010 Decennial Census questionnaire. In Chapter
4.5, I illustrate and evaluate the NDPMPM model using the same ACS dataset for
two missing data imputation applications. In Chapter 4.6, I discuss future work.

4.2 The NDPMPM for impossible combinations
The models in Chapter 3.2 make no restrictions on the compositions of groups or
individuals. In many contexts this is unrealistic. Using the working example of
Chapter 3, suppose that the data include a variable that characterizes relationships
among individuals in the household, as the ACS does. Levels of this variable include
household head, spouse of household head, parent of the household head, etc. By
definition, each household must contain exactly one household head. Additionally, by
definition (in the ACS), each household head must be at least 15 years old. Thus, we
require a version of the NDPMPM that enforces zero probability for any household
that has zero or multiple household heads, and any household headed by someone
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younger than 15.
We need to modify the likelihoods in (3.1) and (3.2) to enforce zero probability for impossible combinations. Equivalently, we need to truncate the support of
the NDPMPM. To express this mathematically, let C represent all combinations of
individuals and households, ignoring any impossible combinations. For any household with h individuals, let Sh

P C be the set of combinations that should have zero

probability, i.e., the set of impossible combinations for households of that size. Let
S

 hPH Sh, where H is the set of all household sizes in the observed data.

We define a random variable for all the data for person j in household i as

 pXij1, . . . , Xijp, Xip 1, . . . , Xip q q, and the random variable for all data in
household i as Xi  pXi1 , . . . , Xin q. Here, we write a superscript  to indicate that
the random variables have support only on C  S; in contrast, we use Xij and Xi to

Xij

i

indicate the corresponding random variables with unrestricted support on C.

 pX1 , . . . , Xnq be a sample comprising data from n households, the
likelihood component of the truncated NDPMPM model, ppX  |θq, can be written as
Letting X 

proportional to

n ¸
¹

 P



1tni  hu1tXi R Sh u

i 1h H

F
¸



g 1



p q
¹



k p 1

pk q

λgX 

ik

h S p
¹¸¹


 

pkq

φgmX  ωgm

j 1m 1k 1

ijk

πg

.
(4.1)

Here, θ includes all parameters of the model described in Chapter 3.2, and 1t.u equals

tu is true and equals zero otherwise.
For all h P H, let nh  i1 1tni  hu be the number of households of size h in

one when the condition inside the

°n

X  . From (4.1), we seek to compute the posterior distribution,
ppθ|X  q9 ±

1
ppX  | θqppθq.
n

h
hPH p1  π0h pθ qq
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(4.2)

Here, π0h pθq

 P rpXi P Sh|θq, where again Xi is the random variable with unre-

stricted support.
The Gibbs sampling strategy from Chapter 3.2 requires conditional independence
across individuals and variables, and hence unfortunately is not appropriate as a
means to estimate (4.2). Instead, we follow the general approach of Manrique-Vallier
and Reiter (2014a). The basic idea is to treat the observed data X  , which we assume
includes only feasible households and individuals (e.g., there are no errors that create
impossible combinations in the observed data), as a sample from an augmented
dataset X

 pX , X 0q of unknown size. We assume X arises from a NDPMPM model

that does not restrict the characteristics of households or individuals; that is, all
combinations of households and individuals are allowable in the augmented sample.
With this conceptualization, we can construct a Gibbs sampler that appropriately
assigns zero probability to combinations in S and results in draws of θ from (4.2).
Given a draw of X , we draw θ from the NDPMPM model as in Chapter 3.2, treating
X as if it were collected data. Given a draw of θ, we draw X 0 using a rejection
sampling scheme. For each stratum h P H defined by unique household sizes in X  ,
we repeatedly simulate households with individuals from the untruncated NDPMPM
model, stopping when the number of simulated feasible households matches nh . We
then make X 0 the generated households that fell in S.
We now state a result, proved in Chapter 4.3, that ensures draws of θ from this
rejection scheme correspond to draws from (4.2). First, we note that each record in X
is associated with a household-level and individual-level latent class assignment. Let
G

 pG1 , . . . , Gnq and M  tpMi1 , . . . , Min q, i  1, . . . , nu include all the latent
i

class assignments corresponding to households and individuals in X  . Similarly, let
G0

 pG01, . . . , G0n q and M0  tpMi10 , . . . , Min0 q, i  1, . . . , n0u include all the latent
0

i

class assignments corresponding to the n0 cases in X 0 . Let n0h be a random variable
corresponding to the number of households of size h generated in X 0 . If we set
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ppn0h

| nhq91{pnh

n0h q for all h

P H, we can show that (with a slight abuse of

notation)
ppθ|X  q 

»

ppθ, G ,G0 , M , M0 , X 0 , tn0h : h P Hu | X  q

(4.3)

dX 0 dG dG0 dM  dM 0 dtn0h u.

Thus, we can obtain samples from the posterior distribution ppθ|X  q in the trun-

cated NDPMPM model from the sampler for ppθ, G , G0 , M , M0 , X 0 , tn0h u

| X q

under the unrestricted NDPMPM model.
4.2.1

Full conditional distributions for the MCMC sampler

We now present the full conditional distributions used in the Gibbs sampler for the
versions of the NDPMPM with structural zeros. Here, we assume common β for all
household-level clusters.

Step 1: Sample Gi
and probabilities

P t1, . . . , F u from a multinomial distribution with sample size one

For observations in X  ,

±q
pkq ±n °S ω ±p φpkq qu
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m1 gm
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For observations in X 0 ,
P rpGi

 g|q  πg .

Step 2: Sample Mij P t1, . . . , S u given Gi from a multinomial distribution with
sample size one and probabilities
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For observations in X  ,
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For observations in X 0 ,
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1pXik  dk qq.

pkq

Step 6: Sample φgm from the Dirichlet distribution for g
and k  1, . . . , p, where
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Step 7: Sample α from the Gamma distribution,

pα|q  Gammapaα

F

 1, bα 

¸

F 1



log p1  ug qq.

g 1

Step 8: Sample β from the Gamma distribution,

pβ |q  Gammapaβ

F

 pS  1q, bβ 
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¸

S 1 F

 

log p1  vgm qq.

m 1g 1

4.3 Proof of Equation 4.3
We now prove that one can obtain samples from ppθ|X  q in the truncated NDPMPM
from a sampler for ppθ, G , G0 , M , M0 , X 0 , tn0h : h
cated model.

P Hu | X q under the untrunHere, we explicitly write tnh u  tnh : h P Hu in the conditioning,

even though it is implicit in X  . This is to emphasize that our MCMC algorithm
fixes tnh u.
Using Bayes rule, we have
ppθ, G , G0 , M , M0 , X 0 , tn0h u | X  , tnh uq9
ppX 0 , X  | θ, G , G0 , M , M0 , tn0h u, tnh uq
ppG , G0 ,M , M0 | θ, tn0h u, tnh uqppθ, tn0h u | tnh uq.
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(4.4)

According to the model, the three components of (4.4) are
ppX 0 , X  | θ, G , G0 , M , M0 , tn0h u, tnh uq 
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h H

Here, f is the generic pmf of the likelihood and the generic pmf of the latent class
assignments. Let Gh

 tGhi, i 

1, . . . , nh u be the household level latent class

assignments of size h households, and Mh

 tMhij , i 

1, . . . , nh , j



1, . . . , ni u

be the individual level latent class assignments associated with members of size h
households.
Therefore, Equation (4.4) can be expressed based on the size stratification as
follows:
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Table 4.1: Subset of variables used in the illustration with structural zeros. The first
variable is a household-level variable, and the last five variables are individual-level
variables.
Description
Ownership of dwelling

Categories
1 = owned or being bought(loan), 2 =
rented
Gender
1 = male, 2 = female
Race
1 = White, 2 = Black/Negro, 3 = American Indian or Alaska Native, 4 = Chinese,
5 = Japanese, 6 = Other Asian or Pacific
Islander, 7 = Other race, nec, 8 = Two major races, 9 = Three or more major races
Hispanic origin (recoded)
1 = not Hispanic, 2 = Mexican, 3 = Puerto
Rican, 4 = Cuban, 5 = Other
Age (recoded)
1 = 0(less then one year old), 2 = 1, . . . ,
94 = 93
Relationship to the house- 1 = head/householder, 2 = spouse, 3 =
hold head
child, 4 = child-in-law, 5 = parent, 6 =
parent-in-Law, 7 = sibling, 8 = sibling-inLaw, 9 = grandchild, 10 = other relatives,
11 = partner, friend, visitor, 12 = other
non-relatives

4.4 Illustrative synthetic data application
We now apply the truncated NDPMPM to data comprising n
and N

 10000 households

 26732 individuals randomly sampled from the 2011 ACS public use file

(https://usa.ipums.org/usa/). We select variables to mimic those on the decennial census, including a variable indicating relationships among individuals within
the same household. This creates numerous and complex patterns of impossible
combinations. We restrict the sample to households with two, three, or four individuals. We exclude households with only one individual because these individuals by definition must be classified as household heads, so that we have no need
to model the family relationship variable. To generate synthetic data for households of size one, one could use non-nested versions of latent class models (Dunson
and Xing, 2009; Manrique-Vallier and Reiter, 2014a). We exclude households with
ni

¡ 4 for presentational and computational convenience.
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We discuss issues related

Figure 4.1: Marginal distributions probabilities computed in the original and synthetic datasets in simulation with structural zeros.
to computation further in Chapter 4.6. We use one household-level variable and
ten individual-level variables, summarized in Table 4.1. Household sizes take on the
values pn2 , n3 , n4 q  p5398, 2481, 2121q.
We run the MCMC sampler for the truncated NDPMPM model of Chapter 4.2
for 10000 iterations with 5000 burn-in, setting F



30 and S



10 and using a

common β. The posterior mean of the number of household-level classes occupied by
households in X  is 15.33 with a 95% central interval of (14, 17). Within householdlevel classes, the posterior number of individual-level classes occupied by individuals
in X  ranges from 4 to 7. The posterior mean of n0 is 1150769, with 95% central
interval (950161, 1311247). In fact, in the MCMC run, the number of augmented
records keeps increasing and does stabilize. However, this lack of stabilization in
the number of augmented records does not appear to meaningfully affect the quality
of estimates from the mode, as we describe later. To check for convergence of the
MCMC chain, we look at traceplots of π, α and β. As a byproduct of the MCMC
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Figure 4.2: Bivariate distributions probabilities computed in the original and synthetic datasets in illustration with structural zeros. Plot restricted to cells with at
least ten individuals.
sampler, at each MCMC iteration we create n households that satisfy all constraints.
We use these households to form each Z plq , where l

 1, . . . , 5 selecting from five

randomly sampled, sufficiently separated iterations (after convergence).
4.4.1

Utility of the synthetic data

Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 display the marginal distributions of all variables, bivariate distributions of all possible pairs of variables, and trivariate distributions of all
possible triplets of variables. They display each q̄5 plotted against its corresponding probability from the original dataset. The point estimates are quite similar,
indicating that the NDPMPM captures relationships among the variables.
Table 4.2 compares original and synthetic 95% intervals for selected probabilities involving within-household relationships. Most overlap substantially, indicating
that the truncated NDMPMP (NDPMPM1) model can capture within-household
dependence structures reasonably well. The model has relatively more difficulty cap79

Figure 4.3: Trivariate distributions probabilities computed in the original and
synthetic datasets in illustration with structural zeros. Plot restricted to cells with
at least ten individuals.
turing dependencies among the larger household sizes, which is expected as larger
size households tend to have more complex dependencies among the individuals,
especially when the sample size is not large. However, compared to the model in
Chapter 3.2 (NDPMPM2), accounting for the zeros improves estimates. We also run
the model in Chapter 3.2 with rejection sampling applied at the data synthesis steps
(NDPMPM3) and compare the inference results. All three models include the nested
structure, so it is not surprising to get within-household race inferences close to the
inference results from the original dataset, since they do not involve structural zeros. However, the failure of accounting for the zeros in NDPMPM2 and NDPMPM3
shows the lack of their ability of capturing within-household dependence structures
for relationships directly affected by structural zeros (e.g., when looking at the “relationship to household head” variable). The rows in Table 4.2 from “spouse present”
to “only one parent with children” show the obvious advantages of the NDPMPM1
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Table 4.2: Selected household-level characteristics in the original and synthetic data
for illustration with structural zeros. The analyses involving racial compositions
are broken out by household size for additional detail. 95% CI. NDPMPM1 is the
proposed method dealing with structural zeros as in Chapter 4.2. NDPMPM2 is
the method not dealing with structural zeros as in Chapter 3.2. NDPMPM3 is the
method in Chapter 3.2 with rejection sampling being applied at the data synthesis
steps. HHH=household head.
Original
All same race
ni  2
(.968, .976)
ni  3
(.952, .968)
ni  4
(.927, .947)
Spouse present
(.681, .699)
Spouse & white HHH
(.566, .586)
Spouse & black HHH
(.090, .102)
White couple
(.556, .576)
White couple own
(.496, .516)
Same race couple
(.659, .677)
Only mother w/ children (.169, .183)
One parent w/ children
(.204, .220)
At least one child
(.494, .514)
At least one parent
(.022, .028)
At least one sibling
(.021, .027)
At least one grandchild
(.054, .064)
Three-generation family (.061, .071)
Non-white couple own
(.081, .091)

NDPMPM1

NDPMPM2

NDPMPM3

(.945,
(.910,
(.871,
(.668,
(.555,
(.086,
(.541,
(.470,
(.633,
(.160,
(.218,
(.497,
(.027,
(.027,
(.062,
(.073,
(.057,

(.946,
(.908,
(.865,
(.455,
(.367,
(.068,
(.303,
(.263,
(.335,
(.124,
(.237,
(.486,
(.024,
(.025,
(.065,
(.075,
(.021,

(.944,
(.916,
(.896,
(.370,
(.305,
(.051,
(.298,
(.254,
(.355,
(.248,
(.493,
(.658,
(.010,
(.045,
(.060,
(.066,
(.037,

.958)
.931)
.900)
.695)
.579)
.101)
.566)
.495)
.662)
.179)
.243)
.520)
.036)
.034)
.076)
.086)
.069)

.960)
.931)
.895)
.477)
.388)
.080)
.330)
.288)
.363)
.138)
.255)
.506)
.032)
.032)
.075)
.086)
.030)

.957)
.939)
.922)
.392)
.327)
.063)
.321)
.275)
.376)
.266)
.514)
.678)
.016)
.043)
.072)
.079)
.046)

over the other two models. Most of the remaining intervals show comparable inference results among all three models, with certain household-level characteristics
(such as “non-white couple own the house”) being difficult to capture.
Earlier we note that the number of augmented records does not stabilize in the
MCMC run. To check the effect of the number of augmented records on estimating
the joint probabilities, we compare the inferences obtained from the synthetic data
generated from different ranges of iterations in the MCMC run (e.g. one set of 10
synthetic datasets from around the 2500th iteration and another set of 10 synthetic
datasets from around the 10000th iteration). We notice that various relationships
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as shown in Figure 4.1, Figure 4.2, Figure 4.3 and Table 4.2 in these two sets of
synthetic datasets tend to be similar to each other. However, the longer the chain
is run, the closer the inferences are to the original dataset. Therefore we suggest to
run the MCMC longer to get more accurate estimates, if resources permitted.
4.4.2

Disclosure risk of the synthetic data

We now turn to illustrating the assessment of disclosure risks for the synthesis with
structural zeros. We use the same approaches as in Chapter 3.3, except with the
model of Chapter 4.2. For individual disclosure risks, for each individual ij we
compute the ρtij for all t in Rij defined as the union of the true tij plus the 24
other combinations of t obtained by changing one variable at a time, keeping the
relationship variable fixed as a computational convenience. We compute ρtij for each
of the 1666 combinations that appear in D. We use a uniform prior distribution over
all t P Rij .
Figure 4.4 displays the distribution of the rank of the true tij for each of the
1666 combinations. The intruder gives the top rank to the true tij for only 27
combinations. The intruder gives the true tij a ranking in the top three for 153
combinations. We note that 740 combinations were unique in D.
Taking a closer look at the 27 top ranked combinations, we notice that these
combinations tend to be from rented households (60% compared to 23% in the sample of the same household ownership category), having other Hispanic origin (15%
compared to 0.5% in the sample of the same Hispanic origin category), male (67%
compared to 48% in the sample of the same employment status), and from households of size 2 (78% compared to 54% in the sample of being female). Among these
27 top ranked combinations, 10 are unique in the sample (37% compared to 44% in
the sample of being a unique combination).
Figure 4.5 displays a histogram of the corresponding probabilities associated with
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Figure 4.4: Histogram of ranks of the probabilities associated with the true tij .
Data have structural zeros.

Figure 4.5: Histogram of re-normalized probabilities associated with the true tij ,
all individuals. Data have structural zeros.
the true ti in each of the 1666 combinations. The majority of probabilities are in the
0.03 range. As we assumed a uniform prior distribution over the 25 possibilities in
the support, the ratio of the posterior to prior probability is typically only slightly
above one. Thus, compared to random guesses over a close neighborhood of the true
values, Z typically does not provide much additional information about tij . The
largest probability is 0.3857, and only 7 probabilities exceed 0.3, 29 probabilities
exceed 0.2, and 136 probabilities exceed 0.1.
We also look at the disclosure risks for households. For households of size 2, the
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Figure 4.6: Histogram of ranks of the probabilities associated with the true ti , for
households of size 2. Data have structural zeros.

Figure 4.7: Histogram of re-normalized probabilities associated with the true ti ,
for households of size 2. Data have structural zeros.
reduced support Ri consists of the true ti plus 31 other combinations of t obtained
by changing ti in one variable. We need only do computations for each of the 3537
combinations that appeared in D. We use a uniform prior distribution over all t P Ri .
Figure 4.6 displays the distribution of the rank of the true ti for each of the 3537
combinations. The intruder gives the top rank to the true ti for only one household
combination, and gives ti a ranking in the top three for only twelve combinations.
We note that 2810 combinations were unique in D.
Taking a closer look at the only top ranked combination, we notice that this
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household is consisted of a white non-Hispanic couple aged at 56 and 53 respectively.
Even though it is a unique household, its values of variables are common in the sample. We do not believe that the composition of this household makes it particularly
risky.
Figure 4.7 displays a histogram of the corresponding probabilities associated with
the true ti in each of the 3537 combinations. The majority of probabilities are in the
0.025 range. As we assumed a uniform prior distribution over the 32 possibilities in
the support, the ratio of the posterior to prior probability is typically one or less.
Thus, compared to random guesses over a reasonably close neighborhood of the true
values, Z typically does not provide much additional information about ti . The
largest probability is 0.1125, and only 6 probabilities exceed 0.1.
For households of size 3,the reduced support Ri consists of the true ti plus 46 other
combinations of t. We need only do computations for each of the 2462 combinations
that appeared in D. We use a uniform prior distribution over all t P Ri .
Figure 4.8 displays the distribution of the rank of the true ti for each of the 2462
combinations. The intruder gives the top rank to the true ti for no combination and
gives ti a ranking in the top three for only two combinations. We note that 2443
combinations were unique in D.
Figure 4.9 displays a histogram of the corresponding probabilities associated with
the true ti in each of the 2462 combinations. The majority of probabilities are in
the 0.02 range. As we assumed a uniform prior distribution over the 47 possibilities
in the support, the ratio of the posterior to prior probability is typically one or less.
Thus, compared to random guesses over a reasonably close neighborhood of the true
values, Z typically does not provide much additional information about ti . The
largest probability is 0.1230, and only 1 probability exceed 0.1.
For households of size 4,the reduced support Ri consists of the true ti plus 61 other
combinations of t. We need only do computations for each of the 2119 combinations
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Figure 4.8: Histogram of ranks of the probabilities associated with the true ti , for
households of size 3. Data have structural zeros.

Figure 4.9: Histogram of re-normalized probabilities associated with the true ti ,
for households of size 3. Data have structural zeros.
that appeared in D. We use a uniform prior distribution over all t P Ri .
Figure 4.10 displays the distribution of the rank of the true ti for each of the
2119 combinations. The intruder gives the top rank to the true ti for no combination
and gives ti a ranking in the top three for no combinations. We note that 2117
combinations were unique in D.
Figure 4.11 displays a histogram of the corresponding probabilities associated
with the true ti in each of the 2119 combinations. The majority of probabilities
are in the 0.015 range. As we assumed a uniform prior distribution over the 62
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Figure 4.10: Histogram of ranks of the probabilities associated with the true ti ,
for households of size 4. Data have structural zeros.

Figure 4.11: Histogram of re-normalized probabilities associated with the true ti ,
for households of size 4. Data have structural zeros.
possibilities in the support, the ratio of the posterior to prior probability is typically
around one. Thus, compared to random guesses over a reasonably close neighborhood
of the true values, Z typically does not provide much additional information about
ti . The largest probability is 0.0629.
4.4.3

Results summary

The synthetic ACS household data generated by the NDPMPM synthesizer adapted
for structural zeros have high utility. The marginal, bivariate and trivariate distribu87

tions of all categorical variables are preserved very well. In addition, various within
household relationships are also captured by the NDPMPM synthesizer adapted for
structural zeros, more effectively than by the NDPMPM synthesizer in Chapter 3
without considering structural zeros or applying simple rejection sampling during
the synthesis steps. The synthetic ACS household data also carry small risks for all
individuals and households, even under the conservative disclosure risk scenario of
the intruder knowing all but one record. Overall, the NDPMPM model adapted for
structural zeros generates high utility and low risks synthetic data to be released.

4.5 Missing data imputation applications
We now illustrate how to use the model to impute missing data, using the same
sample and variables from Chapter 4.4, listed in Table 4.1. As a reminder, the

 10000 households and N  26723 individuals. Household
sizes range from one to eight, with values of pn2 , . . . , n4 q  p5398, 2481, 2121q.
sample consists of n

We consider both MCAR and MAR missingness situations. For the MCAR case,
for each of the household-level variables, we make 3000 (30% of 10000) values MCAR.
For each of the individual-level variables, we make 8000 (about 30% of 26723) observations MCAR. For the MAR case, we make the individual level variable “relationship to household head” about 30% MAR with probability depending on the values
of the individual level variable “age”. The household level variable “ownership of
dwelling” is 30% MCAR, and the other 3 individual level variables are 30% MCAR.
See Appendix A.2 for additional details of the MAR simulation design.
For the MCAR case, we run the MCMC sampler for the NDPMPM model of
Section 4.2 for 4000 iterations, setting F=30 and S=15. To check for convergence of
the MCMC chain, we look at the traceplots of π, α and β. The posterior mean of
the number of occupied household-level classes is 10 with a 95% central interval of
(9,12). Within household-level classes, the posterior number of occupied individual88

Figure 4.12: Marginal distributions probabilities computed in the original and
imputed datasets in illustration with structural zeros. Results assume MCAR data.

Figure 4.13: Bivariate distributions probabilities computed in the original and
imputed datasets in illustration with structural zeros. Results assume MCAR data.
Plot restricted to cells with at least ten individuals.
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Figure 4.14: Trivariate distributions probabilities computed in the original and
imputed datasets in illustration with structural zeros. Results assume MCAR data.
Plot restricted to cells with at least ten individuals.
level classes ranges from 7 to 12. We hit S in 0 household classes.
To check the utility of the imputed datasets, we compare the relationships among
the variables across the original dataset and the L

 5 completed datasets.

In par-

ticular, we look at the marginal distributions of all variables, bivariate distributions
of all possible pairs of variables, and trivariate distributions of all possible triplet of
variables. We plot the estimated probabilities, q̄5 , against the corresponding estimates in the original data before introducing missing values. Figure 4.12, 4.13 and
4.14 show that the points closely follow the y

 x line, indicating that the completed

datasets capture the relationships among the variables very well.
For the MAR case, we run the MCMC sampler for the NDPMPM model of
Section 4.2 for 4000 iterations, setting F=30 and S=15. To check for convergence of
the MCMC chain, we look at the traceplots of π, α and β. The posterior mean of
the number of occupied household-level classes is 14.70 with a 95% central interval of
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Figure 4.15: Marginal distributions probabilities computed in the original and
imputed datasets in illustration with structural zeros. Results assume MAR data.

Figure 4.16: Bivariate distributions probabilities computed in the original and
imputed datasets in illustration with structural zeros. Results assume MAR data.
Plot restricted to cells with at least ten individuals.
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Figure 4.17: Trivariate distributions probabilities computed in the original and
imputed datasets in illustration with structural zeros. Results assume MAR data.
Plot restricted to cells with at least ten individuals.
(13,18). Within household-level classes, the posterior number of occupied individuallevel classes ranges from 5 to 11. We hit S in 0 household classes.
To check the utility of the imputed datasets, we compare the relationships among
the variables across the original dataset and the L

 5 imputed datasets.

In par-

ticular, we look at the marginal distributions of all variables, bivariate distributions
of all possible pairs of variables, and trivariate distributions of all possible triplet of
variables. We plot the estimated probabilities, q̄5 , against the corresponding estimates in the original data before introducing missing values. Figure 4.15, 4.16 and
4.17 show that most of the points closely follow the y

 x line, with slight devia-

tions of points for the bivariate and trivariate probabilities. These indicate that the
completed datasets capture the relationships among the variables reasonably well.
In addition to checking the model’s performance of capturing relationships among
variables, we also check relationships among individuals in the same household. Table
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Table 4.3: Selected within household relationships in the original and imputed data
for households. Results for illustration with structural zeros. 95% CI.
Original
All same race
ni  2
ni  3
ni  4
Spouse present
Spouse and white HHH
Spouse and black HHH
White couple
White couple own the house
Same race couple
Only mother with children
Only one parent with children
At least one child
At least one parent
At least one sibling
At least one grandchild
Three-generation family
White and non-white couple
Non-white couple own the house

(.968,
(.952,
(.927,
(.681,
(.566,
(.090,
(.556,
(.496,
(.659,
(.169,
(.204,
(.494,
(.022,
(.021,
(.054,
(.061,
(.016,
(.081,

.976)
.968)
.947)
.699)
.586)
.102)
.576)
.516)
.677)
.183)
.220)
.514)
.028)
.027)
.064)
.071)
.022)
.091)

30% MCAR
(.940,
(.917,
(.926,
(.700,
(.575,
(.094,
(.535,
(.479,
(.628,
(.142,
(.194,
(.482,
(.021,
(.022,
(.056,
(.061,
(.027,
(.065,

.952)
.938)
.947)
.714)
.595)
.105)
.554)
.499)
.647)
.156)
.210)
.502)
.027)
.028)
.065)
.071)
.034)
.076)

30% MAR
(.935,
(.919,
(.924,
(.700,
(.587,
(.087,
(.475,
(.420,
(.554,
(.147,
(.198,
(.490,
(.012,
(.019,
(.056,
(.060,
(.026,
(.055,

.948)
.940)
.945)
.718)
.606)
.098)
.495)
.440)
.574)
.161)
.214)
.510)
.017)
.025)
.065)
.070)
.032)
.065)

4.3 presents several household level quantities. The model has done a decent job in
capturing various types of within-household relationships in both MCAR and MAR
scenarios. In general, the results for the MCAR case are closer to the inferences from
the original data than the results for the MAR case. In particular, within household
relationships related to older individuals, such as “at least one parent” and “same race
couple” are better captured in when data is MCAR than MAR. These inaccuracies
are not surprising as the variable “relationship to household head” is MAR given
the value of the “age” variable, with older individuals having a higher probability of
missing their value of “relationship to household head”. Note that there are only a
small number of complete cases in the observed data in both the MCAR and MAR
scenarios; therefore we do not compare the results to the complete case inferences.
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4.6 Discussion
The MCMC sampler for the nested NDPMPM in Chapter 3.2.1 is computationally
expedient. However, the MCMC sampler for the nested DPMPM with structural
zeros in Chapter 4.2.1 can be computationally intensive. The primary bottlenecks
in the computation arise from simulation of X 0 . When the probability mass in the
region defined by S is large compared to the probability mass in the region defined
by C  S, the sampler may need to sample many impossible households before getting
n feasible ones. Additionally, it can be time consuming to check whether or not a
generated record satisfies all constraints for some S. To speed up the sampler, one
can run many steps in parallel; as examples, the generation of augmented records
and the checking of constraints can be spread over many processors. One also can
reduce computation time by putting an upper bound on n0 (that is still much larger
than n). Although this results in an approximation to the Gibbs sampler, it may
result in reasonable inferences or synthetic datasets, particularly when many records
in X 0 end up in clusters with few data points from X .
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Appendix A
Appendix

A.1 The MAR simulation design in Chapter 3.4
For the three household-level variables, I assume the “ownership of dwelling” variable
is fully observed, while the “house acreage” and “household income” variables are
MCAR for 30% (i.e. 3000 out of 10000 households have missing values for each of
these two variables). For the ten individual-level variables, I assume two variables,
“age” and “educational attainment”, are fully observed. Six variables, “gender”,
“recoded general race code”, ”speaks English”, “any health insurance coverage” and
“migration status, 1 year” are MCAR for about 30% (i.e. 5600 out of 18782 individuals have missing values for each of these six variables). The remaining two
variables, “employment status” and “martial status” are MAR for about 30%, with
the probability of missingness for individual j in household i defined as

probem,ij

p0.5  0.5  owni
 1 expexp
p0.5  0.5  own

i

probmarst,ij

0.1  eduij q
0.1  eduij q

p2.8  0.5  owni  0.1  ageij q ,
 1 expexp
p2.8  0.5  owni  0.1  ageij q
95

(A.1)

(A.2)

where probem,ij is the probability of the variable “employment status” being missing,
probmarst,ij is the probability of the variable “marital status” being missing, owni is
the value of “ownership of dwelling”, eduij is the value of “educational attainment”
and age is the value of “age”, for individual j in household i. These specifications
result in 31.20% missing in “employment status” and 31.04% missing in “martial
status”.

A.2 The MAR simulation design in Chapter 4.5
I assume the only household level variable “ownership of dwelling” is MCAR for
30% (i.e. 3000 out of 10000 households have missing values for this variable). For
the five individual-level variables, I assume “age” is fully observed. Three variables,
“gender”, “race”, and “Hispanic origin” are MCAR for about 30% (i.e. 8000 out
of 26723 individuals have missing values for each of these three variables). The
remaining one variable, “relationship to household head” is MAR for about 30%,
with the probability of missingness for individual j in household i defined as

probrelate,ij

p8.5 0.15  ageij q
 1 expexp
p8.5 0.15  ageij q

(A.3)

where probrelate,ij is the probability of the variable “relationship to household head”
being missing, and ageij is the value of “age”, for individual j in household i. These
specifications result in 31.09% missing in “relationship to household head”.
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